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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION:
Australian sociological literature is characterized
by a distinct lack of research in the field of social
stratification.
attempts

Indeed, there have been no substantial

(apart from the nation-wide Australian National

University study carried out by Broom, Jones and Zubrzycki
in 1965)1 to delineate the Australian system of stratification.
Likewise, the embourgeoisement thesis, which has aroused
considerable research interest in Britain, Europe, and the
United States has, with the exception of a small study ln
Melbourne,2 received little empirical attention from Australian
social scientists.

By means of an empirical test, this study

aims to assess the validity of the embourgeoisement thesis
within the socio-economic and socia-cultural context of
Australia.
It has been continually asserted by proponents of the
embourgeoisement thesis that with the increase in Gross
National Product and the resultant rise in living standards of
all groups in advanced industrial society, the traditional
working-class has (contrary to Marx's expectations), become
diversified in respect to skill levels, rewards, attitudes,
1.

L. Broom, F. Lancaster Jones d nd J. Zubrzycki, ' Social
Stratification in Australia'
in J.A. Jackson, Social
Stratification, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK,
1968.
I

2.

The only Australian study of the Embourgeoisement thesis
was by Parsler in 1969.
See R. Parsler, 'Some Economic
Aspects of Embourgeoisement in Australia' in Sociology,
Vol. 4, 1970; and R. Parsler , 'Some Social Aspects of
Embourgeoisement in Australia' ln Sociology, Vol.5, 1971.

2.

values, and life-styles, and that its most affluent sector
has become economically, socially , and culturally integrated
4
3
into the middle-class.
Dahrendorf maintains that an
analysis of present-day industrial conditions in America and
western Europe suggests that the labour force can be broken
down into at least three skill (economically distinct)
groups, the most skilled of which can be placed on an economlC
parity with the white-collar workers.

Recognizing this, Mayer

concluded that these 'shifts in income distribution and
occupational structure ... represent merely the first, but
indispensable, steps on the road to full-fledged middle-class
status,.5

Elsewhere Mayer6 asserts that the traditional

distinctions between white -co llar and manual occupations are
becoming less visible, and that affluent manual workers have
come to adopt a 'white-collar style of life' and have come
to accept middle-class values and beliefs.
respects', writes Mayer,

'In many

'the line which sets off the '

"aristocracy of skilled labor" from the bulk of semi-skilled
and unskilled manual labourers is more significant
sociologically than the dividing line between skilled

3•

For example, R. Dahrendorf, Class and Class Conflict in
Industrial Society, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London,
1959; K. Mayer, 'Rec ent Changes in the Class Structur e of
the United States', Transactions of the Third World
Congress of Sociology, III, International 8ociologTcal
Association, London, 1966; S.M. Lipset and R. Bendix,
Social Mobility in Industrial Society, University of
California Press, Berkeley, 1959; F. Zweig, The Worker
in an Affluent Society: Family Life and Industry,
Heinemann, London, 1961; E. Chinoy, Society: An
Introduction to Sociology, Random House, New York, 1967;
and G. Sjoberg, 'Are Social Classes in America Becoming
More Rigid?', American Sociological Review, Vol.16, 1951,
to mention only a few writers who have put forward this
position.

4.

R. Dahrendorf, OPe cit., p.50

5.
6•

K. Mayer, OPe cit ., p.75
K. Mayer, Class and Soci ety , Random Hcuse, New York, 1955,
pp. 41- 2 .

3.

craftsmen and lower middle class white collar workers which
7
has become increasingly blurred in recent years' .
Therefore it seems clear that these writers were concerned
not only with the traditional study of occupational and
social mobility (which is basically concerned with the
movement of individuals and their families through a ta]cenfor-granted, objectively-given, class hierarchy), but also
with the movement of entire classes in relation to each
other.

'It is perfectly obvious ', says Mayer,

'that changes

in the class structure itself must have a major import upon
the opportunities of individuals to move between the various
levels of the class pyramid,.8
The embourgeoisement thesis stems from a general belief

9

that the widespread economic inequalities experienced in
the early phases of industrial society are diminishing and
10
thereby losing their former significance. Consequently it
is held that radical dissent, class consciousness, and
extreme class differences have been substantially reduced.
These inequalities have been reduced, it is claimed, by the
continuous redistribution of wealth, by the diffusion of
power in ' post-capitalist',

'post-marxist' society, by the

increasing mechanization of industry (thus engendering upward
7.

ibid.

8.

K. Mayer, 'Recent Changes in the Class Structure of the
United States ', op. cit., p.67

9.

For example, Dahrendorf, op. cit.: Bendix and Lipset,
op . cit.:
Sjoberg, o p . crt~; --and G. Lenski, Power and
Privilege , McGraw-Hill, New York, 1966

10.

J.H. Westergaard, 'Sociology, The Myth of Classlessness'
in R. Blackburn (Ed.), Ideolo g y in Social Science,
Pantheon Books, New York, 1972, p.120.

4.
social mobility and growth i

number and importance of

middle-class occupations) and also by a progressive narrowlng
of the inequalities of opportunity for individual advancement
ln the welfare state.

The embourgeoisement thesis thus

reflects, for its proponents, a generally ac cepted, allembracing approach to the whole issue of social stratification.
More specifically, however, the embourgeoisement
thesis asserts that blue-collar prosperity, in conjunction
with the breakdown of income differentials between blue and
white-collar workers, has enabled large numbers of manual
workers to assume patterns of consumption and life-styles
formerly the exclusive preserve of lower white-collar workers
and has consequently led to their social, normative and
political integration with middle-class society.

This process

can be broken down, following Goldthorpe and Lockwood's
h
d lstlnct
'
.
.
gUl. d e I'lnes,11.lnto tree
assumptlons
.

First, it lS

argued that many manual workers can be placed on an economlC
parity with white-collar workers~2

However, Hamilton 13

showed how official United States figures have been used to
manipulate the validation of the embourgeoisement thesis.

14

According to him, when factors such as women's earnings,
career patterns and the class pos ition of foremen are taken
11.

J.H. Goldthorpe and D. Lockwood, 'Affluence and the
British Class Structure', The Sociological Review,
(England), New Series, Vol.ll, No.2, 1963.

12.

Chinoy, OPe cit., p.19l; Mayer, 'Recent Changes in the
Class Structure of the United States', Ope cit., p.73;
Dahrendorf, OPe cit., p.SO; and D. Lockwood, The
Blackcoated Worker, Unwin University Books, London, 1966,
p.67.

13.

R. Hamilton, 'The Income Difference Between Skilled and
White Collar Workers', British Journal of Sociology,
Vol.14, 1963, pp.363-373.

14.

This is also the po sition held by Titmuss in the UK.
R.M.Titmuss, Income Distribution· and Social Change: A
Study in Criticism: George Allen & Unwin, London, 1962.

5.

into account, the difference in annual income between the
skilled manual workers and non-manual workers was reduced
to 88 dollars in favour of the non-manual workers.
. 15
Macke nzle, on the other hand, keeping foremen within the
manual worker category, found that in respect to the working
male 'all differentials separating the blue and white collar
groups have disappeared'.
Second, it is assume d that close social links are
being established between the affluent wor k e r and the
middle-class outside the work situation,

t hat is, the

establishment of everyday relationships between individuals
and their families, of two previously quite distinct (if
not hostile) worlds, on the basis of social equality.

This

assumption, although unquestionably tied to the
embourgeoisement thesis, has received almost no research
attention from its proponents.

.
16 h ave argue d
At best, wrlters

that various traditional social barriers have been broken
down, thus making social int e raction betwee n the workingclass and the middle-class more feasible.

Mills;7 on the

other hand, although recognizing the mergence of manual and
18
non-manual workers declares, as does Lockwood,
that the

15.

G. Mackenzie, 'The Economic Dime nsions of
Embourgeois eme nt', British Journal of Sociology, Vol.18,
1967, pp. 39-44.

16.

For example, Sjoberg, Ope cit., pp. 779-782, and
Mayer, 'Re cent Change s in the Class Structure In the
Un i ted S tat e s " 0 p . cit., p p 7 5 - 7 7 .:-

17.

C. Wright Mills, Whi te Co ll ar , Ox ford Univ e rsity Pr e ss,
New Yor k , 19 56, pp. 27"9=-80-. -

18.

Lockwood, Ope cit., p.126.

6.

white-collar workers will strive to maintain status
differences between themselves and their

blue-collar

brothers by excluding blue-collar workers from their clubs
and social organizations.
Third, it is maintained

19

that affluent manual workers

have adopted middle-class life styles, values, aspirations,
norms, and social and political orientations.

In short, it

is argued that they have lost their working-class
consciousness and have adopted a middle-class Weltanschauung.
20

However , Hamilton, in an attempt to assess the 'cultural
distance ' between pairs of occupational categories,

found

that his results failed to substantiate the claim that the
traditional cultural gap between skilled manual and lower
non-manual workers is

~losing .

This result was reinforced by

Glenn and Alston, who conclude that 'skilled manual workers
considered as a whole, are more appropriately considered
as a part of the working class than of the middle class'.

21

Australia, by virtue of its unlque historical
background and purportedly strong, all-pervasive ideology of
19.

Mayer, 'Recent Changes in the Class Structure in the
United States', OPe cit., pp. 77-78; Bendix and Lipset,
OPe cit. , pp. 108-9; Sjoberg, OPe cit., pp. 779-782;
R . Nisbet , 'The Decline and Fall of Social Class I ,
Pacific Sociological Review , Spring, 1959; Lenski, op.cit.
pp. 381-2 ,' and R. Dahrendorf, 'Recent Changes in th-e
Class Structure of European Societies', Daedalus, Vol.93,
1964.

20 .

R . F . Hamilton, 'The Behaviour and Values of Skilled
Workers' in A. Shostack and W. Gomberg (Eds.), BlueCollar World : Studies of the American Worker, Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall, 1965, pp.42-57.

21 .

N.D. Glenn and J.P.
Alston , 'Cultural Distances Among
Occupational Categories' in American Journal of Sociology,
Vol. 33 , 1968, p . 381.

7.
equality and classlessness,

22

provides an excellent social

setting for the validation of the original

~mbourgeoisement

thesis, and thus enables the researcher to give the thesis its
most

igorous test yet.

In 1969 Parsler attempted the only

empirical test of the thesis in Australia.

He found that

'both on percentage rates of lncorne and on median career
incomes the blue collar workers are considerably worse off
than the white collar workers

, 23
f

and concluded that 'income

alone has little to do with some aspects of the life styles of
the groups and that the ernbourgeoisement thesis fails to
explain this Australian situation' .24
Parsler's study fails to adequately explore important
normative aspects of the embourgeoisement thesis.

For example,

worker attitudes towards trade unionism and worker voting
patterns.

Parsler's findings are based on a sample of 900

heads of households drawn from the 'southern suburbs' of
Melbourne and thus it seems important, in view of his
interesting

(and somewhat unexpected) findings,

thesis using a nation-wide sample.

to re-test the

The present study will

seek therefore to provide an examination of the economic aspect
of the thesis, for it is on this that the more tenuous
normative and relational assertions of the thesis are founded.
Thus, in order to compare manual workers with lower white-collar

22.

K.B. Mayer, 'Social Stratification in Two Equalitarian
Countries:
Australia and the United States', in H.Mayer,
(Ed.), Australian Politics: A Reader.
Cheshire,
Melbourne, 1967. Also S.M. Lipset, The First New Nation:
The united States in Historical and Comparative Perspective
Basic Books, New York, 1963, p.521.

23.

Parsler, 'Som e Economic Aspects of Embourgeoisement in
Australia', op. cit ., p.174.

24.

Parsler, 'Some Social Aspects of Embourgeoisement ln
Australia', op. cit. , p.110
"

8.

workers , information must be sought on three aspects of
lncome :
1.

lncome from maln occupation of head of household;

2.

lncome from a second job, or any other source;

3.

lncome from wife's occupation.

Also, further information pertaining to the economlC
situation of the two occupational categories must , wherever
possible, be sought .

For instance , home ownership , job

security, employment hours , and fringe benefits .
Ideally , the social aspect of the thesis

(the most

difficult to study empirically), demands that an attempt be
made to assess the extent to which long-standing community ,
neighbourhood and family ties between manual workers have
been broken down , and have been replaced by new social ties
with members of the middle-class.

25

Information of this

kind was not available for analysis in the present study and
thus a test of the Goldthorpe and Lockwood claim (that there
remains a ' marked degree of status segregation I between
affluent manual workers and lower white-collar workers ]
in housing, in informal neighbourhood relations, in
friendship groups , in the membership of local clubs,
..
. . , )26 could not b e attempte d .
socletles
an d organlzatlons

Finally , the present study will test whether or not
there exists a cultural and normative disparity between
affluent m nual and lower non-manual workers .

25 .

Goldthorpe and Lockwood, op.cit., p.138 .

26 .

ibid .

This will be

9.

done in reference to career aspirations, class identification,
membership of organizations, voting patterns, attitudes to
trade unionism and others.

10.

CHAPTER

2

CONCEPTUAL AND THEORETICAL ISSUES:
Social philosophers and other precursors of sociology
have for centuries preoccupied themselves with solving the
so-called Hobbesian problem of social order.

As Robert Nisbet

pointed out, the ideas of the European sociologists are best
understood as a response to the problem of social order In
the 19th century .

These early writers were somewhat alarmed

by the collapse of the old feudal order (characterized by
kinship , land , social class, religion, local community and
monarchy) , under ' the blows of industrialism and revolutionary
democracy ' .

1

The two solutions (viz, interpretations of

social reality) to the problem which Hobbes posed and which
have been of maJor importance to sociology,are the consensus
and conflict interpretations of social reality.

They rest on

quite different assumptions regarding the nature of man and
society and, In short , rest on diametrically opposed ethical
positions.
Ideally , consensus theorists

(for example, Durkheim,

Parsons, S int-Simon, Comte and Merton, to mention only a few)
in true Machiavellian tradition, subscribe (in some case3
unwittingly) to the notion of 'original sin' by distrusting
the basic nature of man and, consequently, propose the need for
maintaining restraining institutions to douse man's anti-social
Society, on the other hand,

nature .

lS

conceived to be

inherently good and stable, all its parts in equilibrium, each
part performing functions for the system as a whole and all
1.

R. Nisbet, The Sociological
19 6 6 p. 2 1 . -I

Tradi~ion,
- > --

-

-

Heinemann, London,

11.

integrated through common values and norms.

It 1S usually

implicit in consensus theories tha t survival of the social
system in its present form is paramount, and this is
contingent upon the needs of the system being fulfilled by
the elements of that system.
The conflict theorists, on the other hand,

(Marx,

Dahrendorf, and Rex), influenced by the 'negative'
philosophies of German Romanticism, dispute the need for
maintaining 'restraining institutions' in society, and
paint a far more optimistic picture of the nature of man.
Thus Marx, according to at least one interpretation,2 V1ews
man as inherently good and rational, and regards the State
and the major institutions in society as 'organs of the
dominant class', organized for the exploitation and
suppression of the rest of society.

Conflict theorists

maintain that conflict and change are ongoing and unavoidable
features of society; indeed, society is viewed as a setting
within which basic struggles (not necessarily only class
struggles) between two or more conflicting groups occur.
Social order is based, for the conflict theorists, on the
capacity of a powerful group to will, through whatever means
available, the co-operation of the less powerful groups.
It is clear that both perspectives are founded on
undisguisable ethical premises and are based on diametrically
opposed conceptions of morality.

The consensus position is

strongly influenced by an absolutist conception of morality.
This conception seems to have dominated western thought.
According to Mandelbaum's phenomenological analysis of
2.

E. Fromm 1 Marx's Concept of Man, ()'n gar Publ ishing Co., New
York, 1967.

12.
3

morals, morality is viewed by people in western society as
something external to themselves, something given to them
rather than created by them, something given by God, or nature.
Parsons' emphasis on socialization implicitly regards man as
a value-transmitting and value-receiving
a value-creating creature. 4

creature~

rather than

Deeply entrenched In this

position is the ethical assumption that society (or the
nation-state), the law, and morality, are one.

The conflict

theorists, on the other hand, are more inclined to subscribe
to the view that morality is essentia lly autonomous - man,
being a value-creating creature, morally precedes society,
God, or nature.

The antecedents of this position lie in the

ethical writings of Kant, the young Hegel, and the early
Existential thinkers.
The embourgeoisement thesis, as already indicated,
represents a fairly recent critique of Marx's notions of
social class, alienation, class consciousness, class conflict
and revolution.

In particular, the thesis questions the

applicational validity these notions have to advanced
industrial societies.

According to Marx, social classes

evolved with the first historical expansion of productive
forces beyond the subsistence level, through the extension of
the division of labour outside the family,

the accumulation

of surplus wealth, and the emergence of private own e rship of
the means of production. 5

For Marx, therefore, the conflict

3.

M. Mand elbaum , The Phenomenology of Moral Experience ,
Free Press, e w York, 1955, p .67.

4.

A. Gouldner , The Coming Crisis of Western Sociology,
Basic Books Inc., New York, 1970, p.114.

5.

T . B. Bottomore, Classes in Modern ,So ciety , George Allen
and Unwin Ltd ., London, 1965, p . 19.

13.
between classes originated right at the beginning of human
society, and he moreover considered this conflict to be the
driving force behind the evolution of human society.

Marx

maintained that, through the dialectic process, new
contradictions arose out of the elimination of existing
contradictions.

History thus proceeds by a series of

conflicts and their resolutions.

As he put it In the

Manifesto of the Communist Party,

'the history of all hitherto

existing society is the history of class struggles."

Marx

sawall these oppositions as culminating in one major
opposition:

namEly, the opposition of capital and labour -

of the bourgeoisie and the proletariat.
Marx's conceptualization of class is based on the Vlew
that members occupy a common relationship to the means of
production - they either own or are excluded from ownership of
the property which is used for the production of goods and
services in the satisfaction of man's basic needs.

Thus the

inexorable clash of economlC interest, inherent within such an
economic structure, provides the major source of conflict In
7

society.

According, at least, to the Manifesto of the

Communist Party, the "intermediary classes

1/

were to disappear, 8

leaving only the capitalists and the proletariat In their
inevitable and irreconcilable opposition to eac h other?
Capitalist society (particularly in its more advanced form)
would become more and more polarized.

6.

And with the

7.

K. Marx and F. Engels, Manifesto of the Comm~nist~arty,
Foreign Languages Press, Peking, 1968, p.30.
ibid.

8~

This issue will be examined In mo re detail later.

9•

ibid, pp. 31, 40 and 44.

14.
'development of industry, the proletariat not only increases
in number; its strength grows, and it feels that strength

more'~O Thus Marx drew attention to class consciousness and
the process whereby a class 'in sich' becomes a class

,

.

~ur

sich',

when the members of a group, sharing a common relationship to
the means of production , become conscious of their common class
interests - a process which involves both objective and
subjective factors.

Marx further notes that the proletariat

will become more and more homogeneous as the capitalist society
draws to its self-induced end.

-The various interests and

conditions of life within the ranks of the proletariat', says
Marx,

'are more and more equalized , In proportion as machinery

obliterates all distinctions of labour, and nearly everywhere
reduces wages to the same low level'. 11
According to many sociologists, the embourgeoisement
thesis represents a strong challenge to Marxist theory, for
rather than viewing classes in advanced capitalist society as
becoming more polarized, the thesis depicts a merging of class
interests and predicts an economlC, social and normative
integration of the social classes.

It is not surprising,

therefore, to discover that the embourgeoisement thesis has
been received far more favourably by the consensus theorists
than by the conflict theori sts .
The conceptual and ethical antecedents of the consensus
tradition lie in the positivistic writings of Saint-Simon and
Cornte , via Emile Durkheim and the British Anthropologists.
Like the early positivists, the structural-functionalists were
10. ibid., p.41
11. ibid . , pp. 41-42.

15.
particularly concerned with discrediting the critical and
"destructive" principles of "negative" philosophy of the Kantian
and Hegelian tradition and replacing it with "affirmative"
and "constructive

principles for the re-establishment of

ll

social order, social stability, and moral consensus.

Hence

Parsons maintains that 'it is a condition of the stability of
social systems that there should be an integration of the valuestandards of the component units to constitute a "common value
system"', and that 'stratification in its valuational aspect
... is the ranking of units in a social system in accordance
12
with the standards of the common value system'.
Also, the
proponents of the consensus model have hastened to point out,
as already indicated, that the substantial inequalities and
class conflicts of early capitalism are diminishing, that class
differences have given way primarily to status differences.
Warner and his associates put forward their
characteristics' and the method of

'index of status

'evaluated participation'

which, they concluded, produced social groups
Marx's classes.

'more real'

than

This was so, it was argued, because the status

groups so uncovered were subjectively meaningful to the
participants and formed the basis of the entire social scheme
13
upon which they acted and lived.
On the other hand, it was class distinctions (rather than
status distinctions) in society that were, for Marx, of major
sociological and historical significance, and class could be

12.

13,

T. Parsons, A Revised Analytical Approach to the Theory
of Social Stratification', in T. Parsons, Essays in
Sociological Theory, Rev. Ed., Free Press, Glencoe, Ill.
1954, p.388.
L .W. Warner, et. al., Social Class in America, Science
Research Associates, Chicago, 1949.
I

16.

studied as a

' rea l ' enti ty,

ind e pendently of the subjective

accounts of th e p e opl e within that class.

More rec e ntly,

Rex, dr wing h e avily on Marx's notions of cla s s, historical
materialism and ideology, re - affirms the tenuous position
given to the ~tudy of status by Marx.
mod e l, Rex argues that the

In his conflict

'ruling group' will make

substantial ideological efforts to justify its position of
'
14
d omlnance.
This is done, he suggests, in the all-pervasive,
Anglo-American cultural tradition of disseminating the
s t ra t a sc h erne

0

15
'
1
f a s t atus h lerarclY.

So t h
at 'In or d er to

draw peoples' attention away from the fundamental economic
conflicts inherent in the economic system, the ruling class
seeks to justify its position by declaring that status
characteristics such as occupational status, income or
education (with which they themselves are so well endowed)
are the result of individual aptitude, application, and
mer it.

Thus, for the conflict theorists, class is real

whilst status mere y provide~ normative support.
But as Prandy points out,

'that stratification by both

class and status is found in modern societies cannot be doubted.
Unfortunately sociologists have tended to emphasize only one
or the other, often trying to prove that only one of them is
real, and that the other is a sociological imposition on the
16
facts !
This is certainly true of Robert Nisbet's ov e r - z e alous

14.

J . Re x, Ke y Probl e ms of Sociological Theory , Routledge
and Kegan Paul, London, 19G1, p .12 5 .

15.

ibid., p.l48.

16.

K. Prandy, Professional Employee s: A Study of Scientists
and Engin .ers, Faber & Fabe r, London , 1965 , p .37.

17.
depiction of 'The Decline and Fall of Social Class' 17 but
18
19,
less true of Sjoberg
and also Bendix and Lipset's
belief
that industrial advances in the past half century have 'caus ed
such a redistribution of highly valued prestige symbols that
the distinctions between social classes are much less
immed iately visible than they were in 19th century America, or
are in contemporary Europe, '. 20

Similar assertions have been

Idll

R.A. Nisbet, 'The Decline and Fall of Social Class',
Pacific Sociological Review, Spring 1959.

18.

G. Sjoberg, ' Are Social Classes in America Becoming More
Rigid? ', American Sociological Review, Vol.16, 1951.

19.

R. Bendix and S.M. Lipset, Social Mobility in Industrial
Society, University of California Press, Berkeley, 1959,
p.l09.

20.

These claims have come under strong attack from several
quarters including, of course, the conflict theorists.
Conflict writers claim that the trend towards
redistribution of income, wealth, and property has been
greatly exaggerated by conservatives in politics, the
press, in gover nment administrations, as well as amongst
some preeminent (but misguided) economists and social
scientists. Thus Bottomore, after a review of current
literature, points out that 'most students of the problem
howev er , have concluded that from 1900 to 1939 there was
little or no redistribution of income in favour of wageearners, and that at the end of the period some 10 per
cent of the population received almost half the national
income while the other 90 per cent of the population
received the other halfi that between 1939 and 1949
redistribution may have transferred some 10 per cent of
the national income from property owners to wage earners;
but that since 1949 there has again been growing inequality'
(Bottomore, 1965, p.35).
He also points out that these
calculations are primarily based on income tax returns and
therefore do not take into account untaxed real income as
a result of tax evasion techniques, which Westergaard (1965)
Titmuss (1962) and he a ll maintain, benefit mainly the
rich. According to Westergaard (1965, pp.82-3), the
distribution of private property remains a direct source
of inequality.
In 1955, two-fifths of all private property
in Britain were in the hands of only one per cent of the
adult population, whilst four-fifths were in the hands of
only 10 per cent of that population . Moreover, legal
ownership of private corporate business remained
exceedingly high - far too high to support a claim that
wealth and property inequality has greatly decreased.
Fourfifths of all share capital in Britain, declares
Westergaard, is held by only one per cent of the adult
population, and nearly all the r~st by another 9 or 10 per
cent.
Similar findings have been reported in the USA
(Bottomore , 1965; Kolko,1962) and in Australia (Mayer,1964).

18 .
made In regard to the British class structure.

21

It seems clear, then, that a well-worn lmpasse exists
between the conflict and consensus traditions.

Consensus

theorists remain assured in their belief in the existence of
a common value system in highly industrialized societies
whilst denying the presence of structurally generated
conflicts.

There have been a number of endeavours at a

synthesis of the two opposing Vlews:

writers such as Rex,

Van Den Berghe, Ossowski, Lenski and Dahrendorf 22 have argued
that there is truth in both approaches to social reality, for
just as there is conflict in all societies, so too is there
a considerable amount of consensus.

Societies are far

more complex than either theoretical system has ever
acknowledged, and both have presented only partial views of
social reality.

But it seems that despite their good

intentions, this attempted rapprochement has not been very
successful.

The debate continues between those who argue that

the stratification system in advanced industrial societies is
becoming less rigid and polarized, and those who argue that
social classes have remained economically, socially, and

21 .

See B.S. Rowntree and G.R. Lavers, Poverty and the Welfare
State, Longmans, Toronto, 1951.

22.

J. Rex, op.cit.; P.L. Van Den Berghe, 'Dial ectic and
functionalism:
Toward a Theoretical Synthesis',
American Sociological Review, Vol.28, No.5, 1963;
S. Ossowski, Class Structure in the Social Consciousness,
Free Press, London, 1963; G. Lenski, Power and Privilege,
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1966; R. Dahrendorf, Class and
Class Conflict in Industrial Society, Routledge and
Kegan Paul, London, 1959.
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normatively differentiated.

Moreover, consensus writers 23

strongly assert that rigid class divisions and class
antagonisms are no longer a relevant characteristic of the
'post-capitalist' society, and consequently the workingclasses have betrayed the revolutionary role ascribed to them
by Marx.

Far from seeking to destroy the relations of

production, they hav e accepted these relations.

Mar-cuse,24

supporting the latter part of this argument, explains that the
working-class has lost its revolutionary potential, not
because structural contradictions have abated, but because
the bewildered alienated masses have become tied to the
consumer society.

He writes:

in their commodities.

'The people recognize themselves

They find their souls in their

automobile, hi-fi set, split-level home, and kitchen equipment'.
For the Marxist sociologists this embourgeoisement of the
working-class is but a temporary and insignificant development
because the fundamental economic contradictions, in the face
of affluence and compulsive consumerism, are still an
inescapable part of the capitalist mode of production.
although the working-class is

And

curr ently riding the crest of

the capitalist wave, a spontaneous return to a class struggle
is likely in the event of any sudden reduction in their
accustomed living standards.
23 .

D. Bell, The End of Ideology, Free Press , Glencoe, 1959;
R.A. Nisbet , 'The Decline and Fall of Social Class',
Pacific Sociological Review, Vol.2, No.1, 1959; R. Aron,
Progress and Disillusion: The Dialectics of Modern
Society, Pall Mall Press, London, 1968; A.A. Berle,
The Twentieth Century Capitalist Revolution, Harcourt,
New York, 1954; C. Kerr, J.T. Dunlop, F. Harbison and
C.A. Myers, Industrialism and Industrial Man, Heinemann,
London, 1962; S.M. Lipset, 'The Changing Class Structure
and Contemporary European Politics' in Daedelus, XCIII,
1964.

24.

H. Marcuse, One Dimensional Man, . Sphere Books, London,1964.
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The Notion of Middle-Class:
The Enillourgeoisemen~ thesis rests on the assumption that
an actual social class exists somewhere between the workingclass and the upper-class.

It is a class which, from the

point of view of the thesis, has distinct and discernible
economic, social, and normative standards.

But in order to

adequately determine, for example, whether or not traditional
working-class a ot titudes, values, orientations, and life-styles
have succumbed to those of the middle-class, a number of
questions must be answered.

Firstly, does the notion of

middle-class necessarily negate Marx's theory of social
stratification~25

class?

Secondly, is the middle-class a real social

Thirdly, which occupational groups are most likely to

fall into the middle-class?
It

argued b y many writers (the anti-Marxists as well
26
as some Marxists)
that contrary to Marx's expectations , the
1S

'intermediate strata' have not disappeared, but grown in
number, and that this has resulted in the depolarization of
capitalist society.

Marx did indeed claim, in the Manifesto

of the Communist Party that 'our epoch , the epoch of
bourgeoisie

possesses , however, this distinctive feature: it

has simplified the class antagonisms .

Society as a whole is

more and more splitting up into two great h osti le camps, into

25 .

Although the notion of middle-class is an important part
of the conceptual scheme of cons e nsus theorists, its
position in Marxian theory is not quite so clear.
Indeed,
it is often spuriously held th at the rise of the middleclass in itself negates Marx's theory of social
stratification.

26.

C. Wright Mills, The Marxists, Penguin Books, Middlesex,
1962, pp. 108-9; R. Dahrendorf( op.cit., and T. Parsons ,
I IICapi tali sm"
in recent German Li tera ture' , Journal of
Political Economy, XXXVI, Dec. 1928.
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two great classes directly facing each other - bourgeoisie
.
27
28
But according to Hodges'
bold study,
and proletarlat'.
Marx's emphasis on a dualism in capitalist society is confined
to those works that were originally designed for mass
consumption and propaganda:

The Manifesto of the Communist

Party; Wage-Labour and Capital; Value, Price and Profit; and
Socialism:

Utopia and Sci.entific.

works, claims Hodges,

M~rx

In their more theoretical

and Engels placed greater emphasis

on the growth and decline of the various 'intermediate
.

In soclet.y.

strat~1

29 '

It is clear that Marx, for the purpose of clarity and
simpli~ity,

situations

centred his attention on those basic conflict
whi~h

arise because of the differential relations

which groups of people have to the means of production.

And

thus his interest was centred on the two major conflicting
groups.

There is little

do~bt

that Marx was well aware of the

growth of certain secticns of the middle-class, whilst also
aware of the fairly rapid decline of other sections of the
middle-class.

Thus v,"hen he referred tc • intermediate classes'

he was not only writing about small producers, craftsmen,
artisans, small farmers, and self-ep.lployed professional men
(the petite-bourgeoisie) who have in fact been declining in
number, but also - suggests Hodges - to a group of people who
have a distinctive and unique relationship to the means of
production. This is hinted at in the Manifesto of the Communist

27.

K. Marx and F. Engels, Manifesto of the Communist Party,
op.cit., p.3l.

28.

D.C. Hodges, 'The "Intermediate Classes" in Marxian Theory'
in Social Research, 28, 1961, p.26.

29.

ibid.
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Party 30 where he categorizes the petite-bourgeoisie as the
declining 'lower middle -cl ass '.

Moreover, Marx criticizes

of.

Ricardo , in his Theorien ub r den Mehrwert for failing to
mention ' the continual inc rease in numbers of the middle

classes , ~l

Harx also recognized the growth of government

bur aucracies as well as independent bureaucracies v! ithin
capitalist corporations .

According to AVineri, 32 Marx ,

rather than having overlooked the 'ma na gerial revolution' and
's ·tock companies

I

(which ostensibly undermined his theory of

class ), anticipated it .
Wh ereas Marx was interested in a specific conflict
situation dictated by differential access to the means of
production, Max Weber 's conc e ption of classes is somewhat
broader.

'We may speak of class', wri tes Weber ' \'7hen

(1) a

number of people have in common a specific causal component
of their life chances insofar as

(2)

this component 1S

represented exclusively by economi c interest in the possess1on
of goods and opportunities for income ,. 33

A Class is understood

by Weber as a group of people with similar ' life chances', and
as Rex points out , Weber argued that peoples '

class situations

differ according to the'meanin g that they can and do give to
the utilization of their property'. 34

30.

K. Marx and F. Engel s, op .c it., p .44.

31.

T . Bottomore and M. Rubel , Karl Marx :
Selected Writings
in Sociology and Social Phi lOs oph y-.- Penguin -- Books'~ - --Middlesex , 1961 , p . 1 9 8.

32.

S. Avineri, The Social and Political Thought of Karl Marx,
Cambridge UnIVe'r si ty Pr ess , England , ' 1968 , ·pp~ -5-r~-174-=-I84 .

33.

R. Bendix and S.M . Lips t , Class , Status and Power:
A
Reader in Social Strat ificatlon ,- Free - Pres s , '-Glencoe-,1954 , p.65 .

34,

Rex , Ke v ~ro_ble!!1s o f . Sociolo9 ieal Theory , Routledge
Keg n Paul , LI)tinO n, 1961, p .1 38
J.

&
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Therefore the question to be answered becomes:

are the

so-called middle-class really an independent, authentic class
insofar as they have distinctive life chances

(Weber)

and/or

insofar as they have a distinctive relationship to the means
of production (Marx), or is their belief that this is the case
merely a typical case of 'false consciousness'?
According to John Rex, the upper-level bureaucrat validly
believes that his employment represents a career for life,
whereas the proletarian validly believes that he may be
discharged at very short notice.

Thus, argues Rex,35 these

two groups of individuals have valid expectations of their
life chances, and therefore 'there appears to be good reason
for holding ... that there is a considerable number of managers
and bureaucrats 36 in any advanced industrial society who,
although they would appear only as deluded proletarians
according to rigid Marxist definitions , do actually have a
distinctive class situation •. 37

Lockwood, in The Blackcoated
._ - - - -

Worker, 38 points to further economic distinctions between
clerks and manual workers.
The problem of whether or not the

'new middle-class' ha s

a distinctive relationship to the means of production is very
complex and confusing, and certainly could not be resolved in

35 .

ibid., p.143.

36 .

Lower-level bureaucrats and clerks are given a marginal
position by both Rex and Lockwood.
Thus, according to
these writers these workers are in a ' continual dilemma'
as a result of being exposed to the seductive ideological
arguments of both the ruling-class and the proletariat.

37 .

J . Rex, op.cit., p.143.

38.

D. Lockwood, op.cit. , p . 68.
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this paper .

In his article Hodges argues that a distinctive

middle-class has been in existence since the time of Marx,
and that Marx was well aware of this .

He points out that

white - collar workers are differently related to the means of
production insofar as, firstly,
of realizing surplus value

their labour 1S 'the labor

(as distinct from the labor of

producing it ), which

18

an indispensable part of the labor

·
.
t
o f exp 1 oltat1on
. 39

Thus Marx argued that although these

workers are also exploited , they ' rest with all their weight
upon the working-class and at the same time incre ase the
social security and power of the upper-class'. 40

Secondly,

Hodges declares 41 that white-collar workers and commercial
wageearners are 'exploited in a different manner from
productive workers,~2
Dahrendorf, ln accordance with his own principle

(con flic t

theory cannot incorporate the notion of middle-class)43 is

39.

D. C. Hodges, op.cit ., p.30.

40 .

T . B . Bottomore and M. Rubel , op.cit., p .198.

41 .

0 . C. Hodge s, op. cit . , p. 31 .

42.

The problem with this point seems to lie in its lack of
flexibility to cover some aspects of modern capitalism,
with its massive commercial organizations which are
concerned not with the production of goods, but are
exclusively service oriented.
In these enterprises
the Marxian notions of surplus value, alienation and
exploitation (as applied to industrial enterprises)
remain pertinent, and here it is difficult to follow
Hodges ' argument .
This is not to deny that his thesis
does provide a useful extension to the Marxian analysis.
The division in large industries between 'staff' and
' works' (that is, between whi te and blu e -collar), seems
to verify his thesis - the labour of 'staff', rather
than producing goods, is primarily concerned with selling
the goods and servicing, managing and controlling the
workers in the 'works', and are therefore employed to
realize surplus value.

43.

Dahrendorf, op.cit., p.52.
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thereby forced to divide the middle-class into two groups.
Arguing tha t because 'bureaucra -ts

I

(such as post office

.
44
..
.
h
clerks), accountants and executlves
partlclpate ln t e
·
t 45
t h ey cannot f orm par t
f aut h orlty

0

f th e wor k lng.

class, and thus must belong to the ruling class.

On the other

exerClse

0

hand, employees in tertiary industries, shops, restaurants,
clnemas, and commercial firms and highly skilled workers and
foremen,

'from the point of view of class conflict, closely

resemble ... industrial work ers ' .46
efforts to maintain a simplistic,
failed to consider firstly,

But Dahrendorf in his
two~class

conflict model has

that middle-class people might have

v lid expectations of their life chances; secondly, that the
authority of 'bureaucrats' might be significantly (if not
considerably) less than the authority of the ruling class
proper.

There can be little doubt that to place a post office

clerk in the same class as a first and second division
bureaucrat or a managing director of a large corporation simply on the grounds that they both have au ·t hority - obviates
the need for a more meaningful classificatory system* Finally,
Dahrendorf has failed to consider that the 'new middle-class'
might have a distinctive relationship to the means of production
and thus deserve the conceptual status of class.

Furthermore,

it should be pointed out that there is no logical reason why a
conflict model must nec e ssarily have only two competing elements.

44.

Dahrendorf as interpreted by J. Lopreato and L. Hazelri g g,
Class, Conflict and Mobility, Chandler Publishin g Coy.,
Calif., 1972, p.65.

45 .

R. Dahrendorf, op.cit., p.56.

46 .

ibid., p. 55.

. .'

. .
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And there is no reason why

(especially within a complex social

system), all elements must be actively engaged in a basic
economlc or power struggle.
a class

Thus the middle-class could be

(even in the Marxist sense) without playing an active

or crucial part in the basic struggle between the ruling class
and the proletariat.
On the other hand,

if the

'ruling class' can be defined as

a cohesive group of people who own and/or control the means of
production

(and therefore usually have access to the major
47
sources of power in society),
and the proletariat defined by

their discernible lack of ownership or control of the means of
production (and therefore characterized by their relative
powerlessness in society)
define a third class

f

then there seems to be a need to

(a middle-class) who neither own nor

control the means of production, but who do have po we r within
the context of their immediate work situation
realization of surplus value.
rather,

inspired by) Hodges'

48

in the

This model is based on

(or

treatment of the notion of middle-

class, and is perhaps over-enthusiastic in its conception.

It

also creates several problems, one of which lies in the accurate
division of occupational categories into these three class es .
It would seem reasonable

- according to the above structure -

to place everything above and including the foreman

47.

The social scientist should never assume that class
inequalities necessarily match inequalities of power
(that those members of society who have economic power
Iso have political and normative power).
This issue
lS In itself an empirical question.

48.

Marx, although obviously aware of the power of the Iruli ng
class', also seemed to be aware of the growing power
amongst white-collar workers.
In Capit al , Vol. III, he
remarks on the structur e of the East. India Company:
' Who ,
then, govern in fact under the n~me of the Direction? A
large staff of irresponsible secretaries, examiners, and
clerks at India House' (Avineri, 1968, p . 51) .
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level

49

and everything below the high-level bureaucrats and

company directors of large corporations within the middleclass.

Even the lowest clerk seems to be part of the middle-

class, for as Lockwood points out, the lack of communication
and identification between the blackcoated workers and factory
workers

'is a result of the structure of industrial

organization and especially of the relations of authority In
the enterprise.

In other spheres, too, in labour exchanges,

in local government and so on, the clerk is the man on the
other side of the desk who is somehow associated with
50
authori ty' .
The clerk is 'associated with the employers by
being associated with that part of the productive process where
authority is exercised and decisions taken'?l
Furthermore, there is little doubt that the weakest aspect
of this model lies in its assertion that the middle-class

h~

a unique relationship to the means of production, accompanied
by a distinctive set of economlC interests different from those
of the proletariat.

It is clear that although the model could

be incorporated within both the Marxian and Weber ian
stratification schemes,

its relationship to classical Marxian

theory is not a comfortable one.
~hown

For example,

if it can be

that the middle-class is indeed an authentic class with a

49 .

Due to the fact that the proponents of the emb o ur geo is ement
thesis s pe cifically pl ace" th~ • foreman' catey'o rYln tIle
"skilled manual worker group, the structure outlined here
(which precludes foremen from the working-class) will not
be suitable for an empirical test of the thesis.
Thus
for the purposes of this study the traditional distinction
between manual and non-manual workers will be maintained.

50 .

D. Lockwood, The Blackcoated Worker, Unwin Univ ers ity Books,
London, 1966, p.131.

51 .

W.G. Runciman,

'The Nature and Types of Social Inequality'
in A. Beteille, Social Inequality, P e nguin Books, Mid dlesex
1969, p.S8.
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unlque relationship to the means of production, then the
Marxian notion of false consciousness cannot be applied to
members of that class except when it refers to an ideological
deviation from middle-class economic interests. 52
But whilst being aware that white-collar employees do have
a distinctive style of life, work situation, consciousness, and
social status, most Marxist sociologists are resolute in their
conviction that both white and blue-collar workers belong to
the same class.

Marx conceived of class in terms of the

relationship people have to the means of production and the
clash of economic interests derived from this relationship.
Marx was not the first to describe this phenomenon; more
conservative writers like Adam Smith, Ricardo, Madison and
Ferguson were also aware that the particular property relation
inherent ln capitalist economies had divided society into
factions or classes in unavoidable competition, each pursulng
its own class interests.
and

Laisse ~ -f a ire

co~tradic ~

~~

of production.

But unlike the Social Darwinists

economists, Marx and Engels emphasized the

and self-destructive nature of these relations
And although Marx recognized several types of

relationship to the means of production

(owners of capital,

landlords, and the owners of labour- powe r with profits, rents
and wages as their respective sources of income ), h e beli eved

52 .

Disturbed by the view that cl e rks share the same economic
interests as the manual worker and thus should be
conscious of this cornman interest, Lockwood proceeds to
show in his study of blackcoated work ers , how this narrow
conception of class and class consciousness obscures the
' actual variations in the situation and experience of
those who share the cornmon position of p ro perty less labour'
(Lockwood, 1966, p.l5).
In this ex cellent study Lockwood
shows how situational and exp e riential factors have
moulded the consciousness of the clerk.

29.

that the econom1C interests of both blue and white-collar
workers are identical - their relationship to the means of
product i on being identical.

Neither group own the means of

production and therefore their livelihood is assured only by
selling their labour power or professional expertise to an
employer .

otwithstanding the obvious symbiotic character of

the relationship between employers and empl oyees, the econom1C
interests of these parties remain mutually exclusive.

The

employees ' interests are defined in terms of the , maximization
of 1ncome , whilst those of the employer are defined in terms
of the maximization of profits.
costs) must be kept at a mln1mum.

For the employer, wages (being
His economic viability is

contingent upon this.
It is therefore clear that Marx's analysis of class lS
not concerned with the cultural mak e u p of var10US groups of
people in society, but with the relationship between classes.
The way people spend their leisure time, or the

way they bring

up their children has very little to do with Marx's ' conception
of class .
class.

These are indic e s of socio-economic status, not

Therefore the embourgeoisement th e sis, by redefining

the ' working-class' as 'manual workers',

53

rather than being a

challenge to Marx ' s conception of class and class conflict,
seems to miss the point.

Affluence amongst employees may

indeed mitigate class antagonisms, but it cannot remove the
source of these antagonisms.

Thus I contend that the

embourgeoisement thesis is primarily concerned with the
collapse of the traditional social, cultural, and normative

53 . '

See K.B. Mayer , Class and Society, op.cit., pp.4l-2.
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barriers between white and blue-collar workers and has little
to do with the collapse of the class structure.

To argue

otherwise would require either a redefinition of the concept of
class , or a Vlew that white-collar employees are an authentic
class insofar as they have a distinctive relationship to the
means of production .
This of course does not deny the value of the
embourgeoisement theory_

The changing social and cultural

patterns of blue-collar workers in industrial society remains
an important issue for sociological enquiry, and it is this
phenomenon that we seek to explore in the forthcoming chapters.

31.

CHAPTER

3

THE RESEARCH DESIGN :
Goldthorpe and Lockwood

l

have criticized the

proponents of the embourgeoisement thesis for seeking
confirmation of their hypotheses amongst workers employed by
' progressive firms in generally prosperous and expanding
Accordingly~

industries ... in new estates or satellite towns' .

these conditions favourable to the embourgeoisement process
were deliberately chosen by Goldthorpe and his colleagues
order to more convincingly refute that thesis.
as Westergaard

3

2

in

Nevertheless,

points out , it is precisely these conditions

that also prove favourable to the 'privatisation i

thesis which

Goldthorpe and his colleagues have put in place of
embourgeoisement .

'rherefore they too are guilty of selecting

a sample more likely to confirm their own theories.

The present

study is based on data derived from a secondary analysis of a
nationwide survey of the Australian electorate, and thus avoids
this problem.
The survey was conducted in 1967 by the Department of
Political Science of the Research School of Social Sciences at

1.

J.H. Goldthorpe and D. Lockwood, 'Affluence and the British
Class Structure', The Sociolog ic a l Review, (England), New
New Series , Vol . 11 , No.2, July 1963, p.140.

2.

J . H. Goldthorpe, D. Lockwood et.al., The Affluent Worker in
the Class Structure, Cambridge-TIniversity Press, UK, 1971,
p.46.

3.

J.H . Westergaard, ' The Rediscovery of the ca sh Nexus',
The Socialist Register, 1970 , p.119.
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the Australian National University, under the guidance of
Michael Kahan and Don Aitkin.4

Describing their universe as

'Australian voters', Kahan and Aitkin designed the survey to
yield a sample of 2,000 completed interviews from the
electoral rolls of 80 federal divisions,S according to
efficiency constraints
the United States. 7

6

and precedents set in Britain and

To overcome the disadvantages of not

sampling in all federal divisions, they employed a fairly
sophisticated method of stratification,8 which provided 'the
widest possible range of types of division' and 'a large
enough sample within divisions to permit some analysis by
division' .

Thus in order to achieve a representative sample

of the Australian electorate, the states were designated
primary strata, and electorates in each state were sorted into
substrata according to known characteristics of the population.
These inclu ded voting patterns, religious affiliation,
nationality, and other demographic characteristics.
Once the sampling design had been established the
researchers were ready to select the respondents.

They had

4.

M. Kahan and D. Aitkin, Drawing a Sample of the Australian
Electorate , Occasional Paper No.3, Depa-rtment of
Political Science, Research School of Social Sciences,
Australian National University, Canberra, 1968.

5.

Kahan and Aitkin use the terms 'Division' and ' Electorate '
in -terchangeably.

6.

ibid., p .2.

7.

D.E. Butler and D.E. Stokes, Electoral Change in Britain,
Macmillan, London, 1968~ and W.E. Miller and D.E. Stokes,
'C onstituency Influence in Congress'
The American
Political Science Review, Vol.LVII, March 1963.
I

8.

M. Kahan and D. Aitkin, op.cit., pp. 3-4 and footnote 3.
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decided In advance that the Commonwealth Electoral Roll would
provide the most accurate source from which to sample all
adult Australian voters. 9

Selection of the sample proved to

b e qu i te difficul t, as the researchers were required

to take

account of changes in the electoral rolls caused by new
enrolments , deaths , occupationl changes, and changes in
address.

Rolls also varied in age from three to eighteen

months , and the researchers were obliged to consider the main
and supplementary rolls as conceptually separate lists In
order to ensure that recently registered electors were
properly represented in the sample.

The researchers were

also required to control for the problem of unequal electoral
population sizes , and the different response rates in urban
·

..

an d rura 1 d lVlSlons.

10

The guiding

principl~s

of the operation

were that 'Australian voters in the six states must as far as
possible have an equal chance of selection in the sample; and
(in consequence) , the chance of any division or subdivision
being selected must be in proportion to the size of its
11
·
e 1 ectora 1 popu 1 atlon.

The survey consisted of a structured interview of over
one hundred questions covering a wide variety of topics, ranging
from occupation , income, class id en tification, club membership,
voting behaviour,as well as attitudes towards trade unionism,
censorship , and big business.

9.

Altho ugh the survey's main

The rationale for using the electoral roll as a sampling
frame is presented in Kahan and Aitkin, op.cit., Section IV.

10 . The particular methods used to overcome these problems
are fully discussed In Section V of ~8ha n and Aitkin paper.
11 . ib id. , p . 6 .
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objectives were to

escribe and analyse the Australian

electorate and its relationship to its representatives ln
parliament, many of the questions asked provided valuable
information pertaining to the embourgeoisement process.

12

On completion of the interviews the schedules were coded
and the data stored on magnetic disc.

The three and four way

contingency tables which appear in the present study were
generated from the survey data with the aid of the Australian
National University's Survey Analysis Program.
embourgeoisement hypotheses requir ed

Testing the

the sample to be limited

to male heads of households who were employed on a full-time
basis in occupations other than farming, mlnlng, or the armed
services.

Women responding on behalf of their husbands were

also excluded.

The close relationship between the

embourgeoisement process and the respondent's work situation
made this necessary.

Furthermore, Hamilton notes that women

are subjected to the prevailing practice of economlC
discrimination, and since women are overwhelmingly concentrated
in non-manual occupations, this would provide an artificially
lowmedian income figure for that group,

' while no comparable

biasing factor appears in the manual group'

13

Gra7~ers,

farmers, and farm workers were precluded from the sample
because the embourgeo is ement process relates specifically to

12.

All questions which were used ln the present study are
outlined in Chapter 5.

13 . R.F. Hamilton, 'The Income Difference between Skilled and
White Collar Workers', British Journal of Sociology, Vol.l4,
1963, p.365.

35.
changes In the characteristics of the workforce within highly
indu strialized areas.

Min ers and armed servicemen were omitted

because the survey data did not reveal the level of skill or
rank of these res ponde nts, and therefore they could not be
accurately placed in the occupational categories.

Consequently

the sample Slze was reduced from a total of 1,986 interviews to
670 interviews, which in turn was divided into five occupational
categories.

These were:

'uppe r middle-class', consisting of

professional , managerial and administrative work e rs;

'lower

white-collar', consisting of sales and c l erical workers;
'skill ed ', consisting of craftsmen and foremen;
consisting of op eratives, drivers, and service

' semi -skill ed ',
workers~

and

'unskill ed ', consisting of non-rural labourers.
occupational categories are based on the Australian National
·
.
Unlverslty

I

S

.
I
occupatlona

co d e 14 an d are presente d 'In T a bl e 1 .
Table 1

Distribution of occupational categories In the sample :
Upper Middle-Class
Lower White -C o ll ar
Skilled
Semi - Skilled
Unskilled
Total N

173
126
144
169
58
670

To determine the market situation of the blue and whitecollar workers in Australia it was decided that an eclectic
approach would best serve the objectives of the present study.
Thus, by uSl ng data from a wide variety of sources such as
Commonwealth Government publications, studies by F . Lancaster

14. L . Broom , F . Lancaster Jones and J. Zubrzycki, 'An
Occupationa l Class i fication of the Austr lian Workforce ' ,
Supplement to Australian and lew Zealand Journal of
Sociology , Vol.l, No . 2 , 1965.

36.

Jones and Podder,

15

as well as data from the Kahan and

Aitkin survey, a fairly revealing economic profile of these
categories of workers was constructed.

15.

M. Podder, 'Di stribution of Househ o ld Income In
Australia', The Economic Record, June, 1972.
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CHAPTER

4

THE MARKET SITUATION:
Karl Marx argued that 'with the development of
industry,the proletariat not only increases in number; it
becomes concentrated in gr ea ter masses, its strength grows
and it feels that strength more.

The various interests and

conditions of life within the ranks of the proletariat are
more and more equalised, in proportion as machinery obliterates
all distinctions of labour, and nearly everywhere reduces wages
to the same low level,.l

Several social sci e ntists have argued

that this process has not taken place.

Dahrendorf} for

instance, in his analysis of present-day industrial conditions
In Britain, Europe and the United States, describes 2 the rise
of the 'new middle-class' and outlines the process wher eby the
formerly homog eneous working-class has become increasingly
differentiated in respect to skill, affluence, life-style,
attitudes, and valu es .
distinct groups:

In particular he depicts 3 thre e

a 'growi ng stratum of highly skilled workers

who increasingly merge with both engineers and white-collar
employees , a relative ly stable stratum of s emi-skilled workers
with a high degree of diffu se as wel l as specific industrial
experlence, and a dwindling st r atum of totally unskilled
labourers' .

Da hr endo rf does not state exactly what he has In

mind by this merging proce ss, but it is quite clear that within

1.

K. Marx and F . Engels , Manifesto of the Communist Party,
Foreign Languages Press, Peking , pp-.-41-2 .
-------

2.

R. Dahr endorf, Class and Class Conflict in Industrial
Soci ety , Routledge and Kegan Paul , London , 1959, pp . 51-7.

3.

ibid., pp . 50-51.
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the manual occupations, three skill groups are being discerned
- the most skilled of which is growing quantitatively in
proportion to the least skilled .
However , Marx ' s critics are not simply drawing attention
to the increasing proportion of workers employed as craftsmen
and foremen.

They are also pointing out that because skilled

and some semi - skilled workers have received substantial
increases in wage rates since World War II, a greater
proportion of blue-collar workers have found themselves able
to secure incomes comparable to those of lower white-collar
workers, thus financially enabling them to enjoy a life-style
that was formerly the preserve of the middle-class.

It seems

then that affluence is a necessary, though not sufficient,
condition for embourgeoisement.

And therefore the first task

of any empirical examination of the thesis requires at least
a cursory appraisal of the market situation of workers 1n
Australia .
In Table 2 which follows it will be seen that the
occupational distribution of male work e rs in Australia 15
similar to the basic pattern described by Dahrendorf.

It

also conforms fairly closely to -tha -I: experienced in the Uni -t e d
States .

A flow of workers from primary production into oth e r

sectors of the economy, a drop in the proportion of unskill e d
manual workers

(miners , farm workers, and labourers), and a

corresponding rise in the proportion of skilled and
manual workers is evident.

s e mi-skill ~

Australia h a s also s ee n a distinct

growth in the professional, manag e rial and cl e ric a l sectors of
the economy - the expans10n of the clerical occupations is
greatly increased when fi g ur e s d e picting th e occu p ational
distribution of both sexes a re

xamined.

From a me r e 4.1 p e r

39.
cent of the total Australian workforce ln 1911, clerical
workers have increased to 17 per cent ln 1966. 4
TABLE 2
The Occupational Distribution of MaleS
Australian Workers~-I9II-to-r966----Occupational
Group

1911

1921

1933

1947

1961

1966

Upper Professional

2.1

1.8

2.2

1.6

3. 4

3.5

Graziers

2.0

2.0

3.4

2•8

2.7

2.7

Lower Professional

1. 3

1.4

1.6

2.3

3.5

4.5

Managerial

5.5

4.1

5.3

6.1

8.1

7•9

1.0

o. 8

Shop Proprietors

6

1.3

1.7

2.9

13.8

13.8

9.2

13.8

5.5

4•4

Clerical Workers

4•4

6. 4

8.3

10.1

10.2

11.5

Armed Services

0.7

0.8

0.7

2.1

1.9

2.2

15 .5

16.3

13.1

18.8

20.7

21.3

Shop Assistants

6.1

5.2

3.6

5.5

3.0

2.6

Operatives

8.6

9.8

8.0

9•4

11.0

11.8

Drivers

6.4

6 .7

6•4

7.0

6. 6

6•5

Service Workers

4•2

4 •6

5.0

4•4

4.6

4•6

Miners

5 .9

3.1

2.8

1.6

1.1

0.9

12.9

10.9

12.5

2.6

5.0

3.9

9.4

11 . 5

15.1

11.8

11.7

11.0

100.1

100.1

100.1

99.9

100.0

100.1

Farmers

Craftsmen

Farm Workers
Labourers
Total:

Thi~ rapid rlse

1S

6

partly explained by the rlslng percentage

of females ln the workforce and partly by the increasing
demand ln government and business administration for clerical
functions to be fulfilled .

However, the fact that in 1966, 35

per cent of male workers in manual occupations were craftsmen
and foremen, and 38 per cent were semi-skilled, is of central
4.

F. Lan c aster Jon s , r Oc cupational Change in Australia (
191 1-19 66 ', The Indian Journal of Soc ioloyy, Vol , 2,
Sep t. 1971 , p . 129

5.
6.

SO lrce : F . Lane ster Jones , OP e cit .
- - - - --Shop proprietors included with sh op as sist an ts.
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concern to this study because it is within these two
occupational categories that affluence purportedly resides.
If the predictions of the proponents of the

emb~urgeoi~ement

thesis are correct , then we can expect to find that a
substantial proportion of th ese manual workers have become,
or are in process of becoming, bourgeois.
The question of affluence amo ngst blue-collar workers
- or any workers for that matter - is an immensely complex
one , for in an estimate of this kind there exists a
considerable nwnber of factors which should be taken into
account .

In order to draw a composite economic profile of

an occupational group consideration must be given to income,
consumption patterns, and employee fringe benef its

- all of

which form part of the general issu e of afflu e nce.
Using the 1968/69 unpublished Income Distribution
Survey data of the Commonwealth Bureau of Census and
Statistics , median lncomes were calculated for full-year i
full-time male workers within each of the five occupational
categories defined in Chapter 3.

The data presented in Table

3 differs from official data published by the Bureau, insofar
as all relevant occupations (not just those with al

estimated

total membership of more than 8,000 workers) 7 were included.
These medians were determined on the basis of the amount of
income each male aged 15 years and over ln the year 1968/69
received from the following sources:

7.

See Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics , Incom e
Distribution: 1968-69, Part 2, p.24, para . 7.

I .

net wages or salary, net income from own business, trade or
profession, net income from share in partnership , government
social service benefits,8 annuity, interest, dividends, rent,
and other sources such as will, and alimony.

The data are

based on a sampl e of approximately 20 ,000 people, using a ratio
estimate procedure. 9
TABLE

3

Median Income of Full-year Full-time Male Workers: IO
Australia, 1968-69:
occupational Category

Median Income $

Upper Middle-Class
Lower Whit e-Co ll ar
Skilled - Foremen
- Craftsmen
Semi-skilled
Unskilled

5,070
3,510
4,310)
3,380) 3,420
3 ,0 20
2,830

As Table 3 indicates, the professional

nd managerial group

(the 'upper middle-class') receive higher incomes than any
other occupational category.

Their median income

lS

1,560

dollars greater (44 . 4 per cent greater) than that of lower
white-coll ar workers.
workers

Foremen , who are essentially manual

(or rather sub-managerial manual workers) , were found

to have a median income of 810 dollars in excess of the
median lower white-collar income , and only 760 dollars less
than the high income upper middle-class group _
relatively small though quite affluent group

lS,

This
in terms

of the logic of the embourgeoisement thesis, the most likely
of all manual workers to be subject to embourgeoisement , not
on ly in respect to their life-styles, but also in respect to
their attitudes towards their work situation, their
8.

These would h ve to be benefits supplementing a full-y e - r
full-time worker. For i lstance, chil endowment, armed
services or repatriation pension.

9.

This procedure ensures th t the survey estim tes used
conform to the independently estimated distribution of the
population by age and sex r t er than the age and sex
distribution within the s mple itself .
See Common ealth
Bureau of Census and Statistics, op.cit., p.24.
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class schemes, politica

affiliations , an

Tabl e 3 also suggests

~ome

so on.

income overlap between

lower white-collar workers and craftsmen.

Indeed, the smallest

income differential of all occurs between these two groups ,
namely, 130 dollars per

annum.

The median lnc ome differential

between craftsmen and semi-skilled workers is 360 dollars, and
is 190 dollars betwe e n semi-skilled and u nski ll ed workers.
Moreover, the difference between lower whit e- collar workers
and craftsmen is further r educe d to a me r e 90 dollars per
annum if, as is customarily done ,

11

foreme n are combined with

craftsme n to make up th e sk illed manual occupational category.
There remains little doubt that for Australia , hi gh ly skilled
workers in manual occupations can be placed in an ln come
bracket only slightly below that of cler ic a l and sales workers.
And although this finding does not come as a great surprise in
.
12
view of ov erseas studles,
it provides a sharp contrast with

10.

Median in comes are used because the median (unlike the
mean) is l ess influenced by Gxt reme values.

11.

For example , R . Parsler, ' Some Economic Aspects of
Emb 0 u r g eo i s "_ n en t i n Au s t .r a li a " Soc i 0 log Y I Vo 1. . 4, 1 9 7 0 ;
R. Pa s ler, 'Some Socia 1 Aspects of Embourgeoi sement in
Australia ', Sociology, Vol . 5, 1971; K.B. Mayer, Class and
Society, Random House t New York, 1955 i G ~ Mac :Kenzie-;--'The
Economic Dimensions of Embourgeoisemen t ' , British Journal
of Sociology, Vol.18, 1967;L. Broom and F . Lancaster
Jon es , 'Car eer Mobility in Three Societies : Australia ,
Italy, and the United St.ates ', American Sociological
Review , Vol.34 , No . 5 , 1969 .
--

12.

M. Abrams, The Changing Pattern of Consumer Spending,
Hein emann , London, 1959; M. Abrams! 'N ew RoofsoIWorkingClass Conservatism' in Encounter, May 1960' and J.H.
Goldthorpe and D . Lockwood, Th-e·-Affluent. Worker in the
C;lass Structure I Cambr idg e Universi ty Press~'-Engtal1d-~19 6 9,
- in Brit in..
In the United States - G. Macl< e nzie ,
op.cit.; E . Chiroy , Soci ty:
An Introduction to Sociology
Random House, New York , 196"7, and K. B--.-Mayer , -op-:-cit-.- - - -

I
I
I

the findings of

Par~ler.

Parsler's 1968 study revealed a differenceof 588 dollars
1n median income between 'blue-coll ar ' and lower whitecollar workers.
his

But even if it is taken into account that

'blu e-collar' category is made up of both skill ed and

semi-skilled workers

f

a diff erence of this size must be

treated with SUsplc1on.

It is certainly out of line with

these Australia-wide data, suggesti ng that Parsler's small
stratified sample of hous eho lders living in one or two middleclass suburbs of Mel bourn e is not rep r esentative of the rest
of Australia.
As already suggested, it is often assumed that the
income earned by the head of hou sehol d is the sole determinant
of that household's market s ituati on .

Although this might

well be valid for the majority of households, it s hould be
noted that some household heads work overtime at their jobs,
hold down part-time jobs, have working wives who 1n many cases
earn quite sizable incomes, or there may be other workers 1n
the household.

Furthermore, hous ehold income might be

supplemented by 1ncome from rent~, r shares owned by one of
the family members, or from benefits suc h as alimony or other
transfer payments.

All of these factors have

SOl

e impact on

the degre e of affluence and ther efo re the consumption patterns
of the family unit.

4,

based on the dat

Consumer Expenditur

13.

Taking these f ctors into account, Table
gathered in the Australian Survey of
5

and Financ e s, 1966-68 , 13 shows median

N. Podder, ' Distribution of Household Incom e 1n Australia ',
The Economic Record, June 1972 , pp . 181-200.

44.
household income by occupation of the head of household:
TABLE 4
Median Annual Hous e hol d InCOTIle: Australia,
1966-68
$
Median Income

Occupational Cate gory

N

Upp e r Middle-Class

5,321

895

Lo\ e r Whit e- Colla r

4,031

765

Skilled

3,937

1,428

Semi-skilled

3;623

732

Unskilled

3,243

565
4,385

Here, as in Table 3, the upper middle-class lead the
field by a considerable mar gi n;

th~ir

median hous e hold income

is 1,290 dollars greater than that of the lower white-collar
wor k ers .

14

The difference betwee

1

ski ll ed and semi-skilled

manual work e rs is 314 dollars, and between semi-skilled and
unskilled workers 3 8 0 doll ars.
skilled and lower wh ite-coll a r

It is on ly 94 dollars b etween
w orker~ f

in the latt er 's favour.

Once again it seems e vid ent that the e conomic gap b etween the
most skilled m nual wor kers and the l east skilled and l owes t
paid white - co ll ar workers,
However , as

i s very small indeed .

nunlber of v ri ters have suggested I

th ese;

figures tak en in isolation tend to over-emphasize the degree
of economic par it y betwe en manual and non-manual workers .

The

market situatio n of a hous ehol d is not complete l y determined
by its tot al hous e h ol d income

14 .

- hours worked to earn that

It should be noted that the u~per middle-class group IS
by no me ns eCGnomically hOlogeneous; indeed, quite large
dif ferences in household iI1COITlC are evi ent.
Executive
and malagerial employees record a median household incoffie
of 5,741 dollar~, whilst up~er professionals record 5,463
doll ars and low r professionals only 4,563 dollars .
On
the other hand, clerical and sales workers (the lower
whi t e -coll ar group) are separa teGl' · by a mere 31 dollars.

,J

•

lncome, opportunities for promotion and career patterns,
general conditions of employment, security of tenure and
penslon schemes and other fringe b e ne fits, must also be
considered.

It was this that led Goldthorpe and Lockwood In

1963 to conclude that the evidence for the economic integration
of skilled manual workers and white -collar workers is
' unconvincing because it is incomplete' .15

According to a

recent survey in Australia,l6 10 er white-collar workers tend
to work shorter hours (excluding ove rtime) than skilled manual
workers.

30 per cent of lowe r white - collar workers in the

sample worked less than 40 hours p e r

eek at their jobs,

whereas only 8 per c e nt of skilled workers worked less than 40
hours per week.

43 per cent of lower white-collar workers

worked exactly 40 hours per we ek in c ontrast to 68 per cent of
skilled workers.
England

17

Similar findings have be e n reported in

and the United St a tes.

l8

15.

J.B. Goldthorpe and D. Lockwood, 'Affluence a nd the
British Class Structure', The Soc iologic a l Re vi e w,
(England), New Series, Vol.l~No.2, 1963,--p.138:-

17.

J.H. Goldthorpe and D. Lo ckwood, The Affluent Wor k e r
in the Cl as sS t r u c t .u r e J 0 p c i t . I Pp . 6t '=3 ; .- -and .------D. Lockwood, T h ~ Bl ac k eo t e d Worker , Unwin Univ er sity
Books, London-, -19 66 p . S'3 .
I

18.

J.W. Rin e hart, ' Afflu en e an d the Emb o ur ge oj semen 't of
the War king Cl a ss: A cri tical Look ' ;- SocI-al Pr 9 bl e ms,
Vol.19,
0.2, F II, 1971, p.152.

TABLE 5
Horne Own ership Arrangements 1n Australia, 1967
R.entOwned
1ng.

Occupation

Other

Total

N

Upper Middle-Class

17.3

37 .0

39.3

6•4

100.0

173

Lower White-Collar

22 .2

28.6

42.9

6.4

100.1

126

Skilled

25 . 0

25.0

46 .5

3.5

100.0

144

Semi-skilled

28 . 4

26.6

42.0

3.0

100.0

169

Unskilled

25.9

31.0

38.0

5.2

100.1

58

Horne ownership 1S one of the ma1n long-term items of
investment expenditure, and is therefore an important aspect
for consideration.

Ho wever, in view of the well established

tradition in Australia of high rat es of horne ownership,19 it
should corne as no great surprise to f ind that differences 1n
horne ownership arrangements in this country between occupational
groups are small.
same proportion

Indeed, according to Table 5, exactly the

(71.5 per cent) of skilled workers as lower

white-collar workers owned, or we · e in the process of buying
homes, although a slightly greater proportion

(3.6 per cent)

of skilled manual workers were still pay ing off their homes .
Table 5 was generated from the Kahan and Aitkin Survey data,
but unfortunately the data did not include information
concerning the estima ted market values of respondents · home s.
19.

Anne S~evenson and her assoc1ates pointed out th - t th e
Housing Commission flat dwell e rs in North Melbourne had
their 'hearts s t on the suburban way of life that the
community apparently enjoys nd sets before them as a
standard.
ithin the Australian setting there is an
overwhelming emphasis on home ownership and the suburban
villa as a measure of success and status ', A . Stevenson
and J. 0 Neill, High Livin~:
A Study of Family Life in
Flats , M.elbourn e University Press , Melbourne, 1967,
pp. 136-44.
This posi~ion is supported by Kurt Mayer in
his brief look t ' Social StLatification in Two
Equalitarian Societies:
Austr lia and the Unit ed States',
Social Research, Vol.31, 1964, p . 454 .

I

Additional information of this kind

f

"

,

ould have enabled a more

thorough examination of home ownership as a primary long-term
item of investment expenditure.

It can be safely assumed, for

instance , that the houses owned or being purchased or built
by the upper middle-class are generally larger, more
substantially built, and established on more expenslve land
than those of most unskilled manual workers .

Also,

In cases

where occupants are tenants, it could be reasonably assumed
that the former remit higher rentals than the latter.

That

such differences exist is clearly shown in the results of
ecological studies of residential differentiation in Australian
"
cltles
. 20

Goldthorpe and Lockwood have argued that manual workers
are not very likely to be promoted above the supervisory
level ;

manual work,

they' rite,

before a life sentence,~l

is 'b ecoming more than ever

Lo er white-collar workers, i t is

further suggested, have greater opp ortunities for promotion
into higher white-collar positions.

Since it is true that

upward occupational mobility is us ual ly accompanied by
increased e

on ngs,

diff ~-ent'd l mobility opportunities

available to man ual and non-manual workers must be regarded as
an integral a spect of the ir economic circwnstances. 22

20.

F. L ncaster .Jones, Dimen sions of Urbdn Socia 1 Struc I.: ure:
The Social Areas of Melbourne '~-AustrarIa -, - Austraiian---University Press, Canberra; 1969.

21 .

J.H. Goldthorpe nd D. Lockwood, i Affluence and the
British Class Structure', op.cit. , p.137.

22.

J.W. Rinehart, op .cit., p.ISI.
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TABLE 6
Career Mobility in Australia
First Job

23

Present Job
a.

a . Upper Middle-Cla ss
b. Lower White-Collar
c . Manual Work 26

25

Othe~4 Total

b.

c.

87 . 5

6.3

4.7

1.6

100.1

64

33.9

38.3

26.1

1.7

100.0

115

13~7

12.0

70.4

4.0

100.0

401

N

580
rrable 6 pr esen ts summary s "tatistics of career mobility
ln Australia.

Predictably the professional and managerial

23 .

Table 6 was generated from the Kahan and Aitkin Survey
data .
It should b e noted th - t in order to avoid having
to restate this source in forthcoming Tables\I will
adopt the rul e that, unless otherwise indic ated , al l
Tables derive from th e Kahan and Aitkin Survey data.

24 .

This group consists of graziers, farmers, and members of
the armed services and the pol i ce force.

25 .

Shop assistants were included in the manual category of
this Table b ecause their occupation , from the point of
v iew of occupa tio n mobil ity stud i es generally, is
predominantly an 'entry occ upatio n' and therefore a
sizable proport ion of these workers would be expected to
move into other (oft en semi-skilled manual) occupations.
Thus, rather than spuriously representing this flow of
workers as downwardly mobile lOVler white - col lar wo rkers ,
it was decided to represent those shop assistants who
move into cl e ri ca l or other white-col lar occupations as
upwardly mobile manual workers.
This dec isi on was based
on th e findings of Oes e r and Hammond (Eds. ), Social
Structur e a nd Pe rsonal i ty in a Ci ty Rou "tledgeand- Ke gan
Paul, Lo ridon , 1954, p. 280 , aJ d L-:"Broom and F. Lancaster
Jones, 'C areer Mobility in Three Societies : Au s tralia ,
Italy, and the United States ' o p .cit~
I

I

26 .

The Manual category includes craftsmen , foremen,
operatives, drivers, service orkers , and all labourers
and miners .

49.

group 1S

the most stable, and

the most mobile group.

wh1te-collar workers

lo~er

a~e

It seems that one in every three

persons who started off 1n lower white-collar occupations
ended up in professional or managerial employment , although
.
27
26 per cent moved into manual occup at 1on s .
hand, only one in every four persons

On the other

ho started off in manu a l

.
.
"
28
occupat1ons
move d 1nto
non-manua 1 pos1t1ons.

It seems quite

evident from this Table that mobility across the manual/
non - manual line is low;

the inunobili ty ra tes being 83 per

cent for non-manual work ers, and 70 per cent for manual
workers .

Thus it seems cle ar tha

caree r stability is more

prevalent th n mobility, and occup - tional movement is inclined
to take place largely within, rath er than between, manual and
non-manual occupational line s.
. d ustr1a
. 1 soc1et1es
.
.
. 29
o f many 1n

Thi s barrier is characteristic
It should be not e d, however,

that according to Mills, the opport uni ties for promotion
traditionally inhe rent in clerical occupations in the United
states have declined consile ra bly during this century
will continue to do so.

He

and

that the incre as ing n eed

sugge~ts

for techni cal expertise a lll form al qualifications on the one
hand, and the Icon centr tion of white-co ll a r jobs lnto larg er
and larger units ' on the other , arc the primary r easons for

27.

Lower c leric 1 occup tions ~e - Iso a popular ' e ntry
occupation i , but to a less~r degree than shop ass i stants.

28.

Needl es s to
occup tions

29.

L. Broom nd F. Lanca ste r JOlles
Father-to-sol1 l\}ubi 1i ty :
Austr - li - in Comparative per'pt'ctive ' ( American Journ 1
of Sociology , Vol.74,
0.3 , Jal. 1969.

S

mobili y r tes bet
e high.
¥,

I

I

en

the manual

50 .
this trend.

30

Fur thermore , Guldthorpe and Lock ood

31

contend that

incomes tend to rise steadily thr oughout

non-manual workers'

their work ing car eers , whereas maludl workers can expec t
on~e

incomes to rlse very little

th ei r

tl1ey h ave reached -adulthood!

This point is echoed in Hdmilton's c)mpa rison

32

of

lower

white-collar work e_s and craftsmell in the United States, and
is supported by p ' rsler

33

A ust - ~lia .

in

'rhe median annual

incomes of the five occup ational categories by age are shown
in Table 7.
TABLE 7
Median Annu al InCOlo es for Occupations by Age:
Full-time
Male Wo-r-kers In ' -Aust-Ea l i a-;'--1 9 67 -~
. --------~---.-.--------------------- -- - --- -_._--lige

Occupation

25

15-24
~-----

-:-] 4

-.-~-

45-54

35-44
-_._--.-

- - - --

54+

N

Upper Middl e-C l a.3s

3750

4341

4750

5036

4167

17 0

Lower Whi.t e-Col lar

2750

3519

35 42

3679

3150

126

Skilled

3125

3221

3603

3350

282 1

144

Semi-skill ed

30 50

2886

3013

2691

2697

169

Unskilled

2083

2583

2 750

2200

2107

58

667
A cursory examination of thl S

Ta~le

inc omes of 10\ er \'Jh lte -·collar an
fairly simil ar p ttcrn .

30.

In both

suggests that the career

':' killed work e rs fo ll oVJ a
cas~~

in cones incr ease with

c.

Wri g l t Mills; Whi te Co ll ar , Oxford University Prsss ,
New Yo r k , 1 9 5 6 P P .---::?l"2 - 5~--:3 b 7 .
I

31.

J.H. Goldtlorp and D. Lock"vood, IAffluence and the
Briti sh Cl ss Structure ', oP~.c~t .; p.137.

32.

R.F. Hamilton, I T e IIiCuITl E: Dl.ttcrence betweE:n S.klllC:::d
White-Collar or k e r s
r i_tis h _~ (J urn a 1_0 f __ ~ 0 C 101 0 9 Y ,
Vo l .1 4 , 1963.
I,

33.

R. P rsl e r, op.c it.

_

~

age,

reaching aped

somov/here lli

decr ea se wi th advanclng yea s .
features must be e ph sized.

ffl.1

L•

ddle ag e, and then

o e er,

three anorralous

First, lower white-collar

workers bet Jeen the ages of 15-24 years 1n the sample earn
less than skilled m nual workers of the same age group
dollars) .

(37 5

Second, 10 erhite-collar incomes peak in the

45-54 age range,

h reas skilled

earnings between 35-44.

vJO

Jers reach their 11taXlmUm

Third, a though in comes for both

groups fall with advancing years , the decline in skilled
worker wag es is greater , and begi

18

earlier in life.

Skilled

workers in the 55 years and over 9 o up are by far the 10 est
paid of all skilled

Jorkers, whil s t

collar workers remain th

~11 e youngest lower white-

lowest paid in their occupation.

After the age of 45 lower white-collar workers can expect to
be more th an 300 dollars per annUHt better off than skilled
workers, and just under 1,000 dollars better off than semi~
skilled worke r s.
workers

1)

SE-~ems ev ic:i e n t

hus i t

tha t

skilled manual

(normally considered to be the most affluent group 1n

the manual occupations)

cal

exp e c~ to receive high

for only a relativ ly short perio

of their working careers -

that is , b tween the ages of 35-44 years.
worker, on tie othe

hand,

most of hi s working c creer,

incomes

A lower white-collar

can expect to earn a high income for
b e tw I~ n the ages of 25-54 years.

However, i t shoul - be noted that Ll e se data pertain only to the
1967 income stru ture,

and could

~ e ll be unrepres e ntative of

current tr ends.
If the

a nd in ves tlli e nt p a.tt e rns in Austr lia

follow those of the United s~ tes dn d Britain,
expect to f irld

1 0 v ratE: or s tO CK - n

share

th e n we c n
wn e rshlp arr o n'::fst

52.
manual wor ke s , accornparied by very high

tes of hire

1.

purchase cormni -tment s and oth er in ' aJment debts . 34
survey

35

estimates that only 9.5 per cen t
~har es

in Australi a had ever owned

A 1968

of skilled workers

of any kind, whil st 20 per

cent of lower whi te-co llar vJorker s and 37 per cent of t' Je uppe r

Bu t once ag a in th e real

middle-class had owned shares.

difference s are ob sc ured by the l ack of information concerning
the total v alue and proportion of

sha ~ es

owned by th ese

occupational gro u ps .

Finally,
between manu a l

s ca n be see n in Tab l e 8

a clear distinction

and no n-manu al wor kers in respect to

superannuati on and p _nsion sc}emes
contributory)

f

exist s.

(contributory and non-

Non-manual workers in Victoria seem far

better provi de d for In this respec- by th ei r

employers than

wo~kers.

are manual

rrABLE 8

Superannua tion Ratesbamon gst_ Male I-Jage and Salary Ea rn e rs:
vic tor i a~f96-8 :
--- -------------------- ---.-----.- -

on-M nU e 1)
Wo kers
)

~'Ji th

Without
Tot al :

Manual
Workers

)
)

" i -th
-itbout
'l 'ota 1:

T'ot al
---

Governmen t

Prlvutc

- -- -----

- - -----_..

---

~---

67 . 0

85.8

58.9
41. 1
-.----

33.0

14 . 2

---.-.

- ---

-----

----

100.0

100
. 0.
--_

3

57.0
43.0
---

32.2

lOCl.O
t.

"

C'
..J
• ..

74.7
--

-----

100 . 0

67.8
-100.0
-----

100.0

-----

------

34.

As far as hir
purch~se co~nitm ents by occupation are
concern ed , no 0 ficial s t atistlcs are available for
Australi a althoug h th e Financial Institutions subsecclon
of th e CommODe Ith BUl - au of Census a1 d Statlstics vlill
b e launching tl e ir Hou sehold I !1_'GltlC
nd Expend i ture
Surv ey sometime in 1975.

35 .

Australian Gallup Poll, lo.J9d

36 .

Corunon ealth Bur~ u G£ CEnsus a ld Statistlcs, Su vey of
Sup erar.nuation , Vlctcrla, 106<3, C:;anb~Lr a , h.C . T .

j

June

1~68,

p.43.

53.
The se c1

rough

sk~tcll

1:2

I

(11 LLoug b s 1 end _

of the

plac es , p rov ide a

J _ll.

cOnOnt1C profIle of workers in the

Australian occupational struLtur .

Generally i t seems that

the market situation of na ual workers and lower white-collar
workers in Australia 1S similar to that experie nc ed by British
and Americ n
individu a l

ork_Ys.

It 1S cl

r

tlat 1n terms of both

fig~resj

and household income

between many manual workers and lower
are small.

1ncome differentials

hite-collar workers

The evidence suggests the existence of extensive

income ov er l ap between highly paid manua l wo rkers
(predominantly skilled

and some sem ·-skilled work ers )

lower whit e-collar workers.

How ~ v~r,th ese

that in order t o - ttcin parity

data also suggest

earnlngs with lower whit e-

11

collar wor kers , manual workers must work longer hours.
Furthermore,
the manual

and

37

the white-collar work e r remains better off than
lorke_ i1 respect to oppo -' tunities for career

advancement , stock and share oV/n :rs ll.iPf
penslon schemes .

1'£

AI so ,

superannuation and

' d'lca t lve
'
oversedS £'
-lgures 38 are In
- In contrast to

of the AusLr lian sltuation } manu a l work e rs
wh 1' te-co 11 r workers -

1r

11

ve less

SeCU Yl'

t-y

0

f

tenure. 39

37.

Goldthorp _ and Lock\vood found tha t their shop-floor me n
h d to work as nluch as 25 pf; Y c'. . nt l on~l e r than low e r
whit e-collar workers to gcin income p rity .
See J . H.
Goldthorp e 3n 1 D. Lock\vood I 'l'h c l1_ff 1u e 1 t
orker in th e
Cl ss S .truct~~~~ !... op. ci t.; p 6T-:--------------- ----.·---.-------

38.

Signi£i~antly

_nough, r ~trenc hm ent an d dismi ssa l rate s
(t he two c ' ucial measu r es of secu rity of tenure) for
Au stralia are not av ilable for non-manual workers.

39.

See
.A. Faunce , Probl e lfls of en Industrial S0ciety ,
McGraw-H'll, t ew York -~-9-68; - B ·~ ~-SeiTgm·an - ~Mt3-st fotorious
Vic tor y ; F r (; e F' r c !? s; [, e w Yo r I
1 9 6 6 ; H, L . S h e I:J pa r.- d ,
.--L.-Ierman nd S. F ber , Too Old co ~ork
Too Youny 1..0
Retire , United St tes SE:n t:. e-,-~as hing·t on- ~--b C~--196 0;
W. H ber , L. Ferm nand J . H -dson , The Impact of
Technol ogical Change , UpjOh l1 Institute for Employment
Res arch, Kalamazo~ 1963, and S.M .Mill er nd
f'.Riessrnan ,
' Are or ers ~iddle CI S~? I, Dlssent , Vol.8, 1961 ,
pp . 507-8.
y

I

54.
are more likely to lose their job s ,

nd having done so, older

workers find that re-employment posslbilities are bleak.
Neverthel -ss , the data provides sufficient support
for the first eml?ou:£g~oise~~~!?_~ proposi tion
workers can be
workers)

pla~ed

(that many manual

on an eco10mic parity with white-collar

to w- rrant dn examinatior

of whether or not affluence

amongst the manu 1 woo kers in the samp le of male Australian
workers has been accompanied by s bstal tial normative changes.

55.

CHAPTEH

THE NORMATIVE ASPECT.

5

OF EMBOURGEOISEMENT :

One of the weakest aspe ·ts of the

~mbourge~iseme~t~

thesis lies ln an almost total neglect by its proponents to
explain precisely how th e p:r.:esence of affluence among bluecollar employees has led to the su } stantial normative and
attitudinal changes necessary for them to b e come
indistinguisha bl e fr m the middle-class.
little evid e nce has

Furthermore, v ery

ee n provided to support the assertion

that the norm at iv e gap b etween th ese manual workers and lower
white-collar work ers has all but closed.

At best, writers

seem cont e nt to point to data depicting the muc h improved
economlC position and thus consumption patterns , of manual
workers, but fail to pay more than
the accompanying cultural,

s~ecu l ati ve

lip service to

soc i al , and political changes .

Writers we e q uick to Jump on the

embo_~rg· e~.~_se~nen!.

band-waggon, fer v ent ly proposing that the

em bourg eois_~rnc::nt

of

the working- class is closely related to blue-coll a r prosperity.
Accordingly, May er

~t

tes

th~t

· the tim - honor ed invidious

distinctions betw c n the st.yle of life of middle class
emp loyees and malual workers h - ve
considerabl e exte nt.

The rJ

becom~

blurred to a

ing stdndard of livin g has made

many elements of a midd l e class styJe of life, such as home
ownership, suburban living, paid va ca tions, and highly value
consumer goods , availabl

not only to

hite collar

employees

56.
bu t a l so to 1 age nub e r
Lenski draws

S

ttenLion not

0

f rna n LuI

Wd

gee a -n e r s

1
I

S im i 1 a r 1 y ,

•

Jllly to the substantial reduction

of the ' great cultural chasm'

bet~een

manual workers and tte

middle-cla ss , but to the manual worker's ' greatly reduced
anta g onisms towa ds ex i sting political institutions , bringing
the avera ge worker's thinking more in l ine with that of the
')

middle cl

SS, .L

He attributes these changes partly to

'improvements in the economic situation of workers'
'mass production of consumer goods '.

direct causal lilk

1S

3

and the

Thus we see th e emergence

depicted betw en

ffluence on the on e

hand, and patterns of li fe-style l social atti tud es , v a lu es
and ideology on th e o th e r.

Th e unsystematic treatment of the

many and vari ed i ssue s involved in a complex theory of this
kind has result d in thr ee
proponents .

1.

K.B.

2.

G.

omission~

jar

on the part of the

4

Ma yer , '1 he Ch anging Shape of the Arnerican Class
Structure I in J - . Roach , et . ~ 1 . (Eds . ) I Soc ia 1 Stra tif lea -t ion
in th e Dni -ted States 1 Prentice-Ha 11, EngI-e wood--Cl iffs,--1 -9 69 I
P:--584. - - - - - - - -

pp.
3.

ill

1

Lenski ,

PO~ .::~_._ ~:~~ __ Priv.i!ec.1e~

McGraw-Hill , New York,1966,

381 - 2 .

This positioll lS also express _d by D.E. Butler and R. Rose l
Th e B r i tis h G - n '- r ~_~ l __~t i 011 0 f ___1.9_5..9, Md c mill a n I
:Conci'un , 1960;
. M. Lip t>e t r
The Br i tl sh Vot er '
The Nc\v
Lea d r I 2 1 Nov. 1 9 6 0 ; C en t..r 1 0 f fie e 0 fIn for rna t i 0 I -- - - 'S ocial Changes in Brit - in ', te~ SO~lety , No.13, 27 Dec.
1962 ;
F. Z\ e ig I rrhe Vork r il':l -aril\l tiuen t Soc ie t oY ,
He in emann , London-,- 1 961 ~-P.iX-i-- ar~d -Oe-pa r -tme nt-o-rLaLour ,
How American Buying H-_ bits Change , W shington 1959 , p.6.
I

I

n

f

4.

Although these omissions, taken together, provide further
support for the h rge that tt~ embourgeois me nt thesis
in its present form epre~ents li"ttfe-mo--e-than --a pastiche
of un substantia ted assertions, this d\.Jes not mean th t the
thesis l acks v lidity, b~t mer e ly that it lacks validation.

57.
irstly ¥ the proponents of the the::>is ha ve omi t oted
to indicate precisely which valu es and attitudes are
represent tive of the

'middl e-class

and in what way th e y

j
,

differ from those of the working-cl ss.
class lif e-style from which the

Indeed,

the working-

ffluent manual worker is

supposed to have turned is given little more than a cursory
outline.

Gold thorpe and Lockwood,

5

uSlng informat ion from a

wide variety of sources,6 h ave endeavoured to amend this
situation by outlining wt at they believe to be the fundamental
elements of workin]-class cultur , and showi ng how these
differ from those of the middle-class .

Accordingly, whereas

members of the working -class are in lined to subscribe to a
dichotomous conception of society, the middle-cla ss -

suggest

the authors - are more inclin ed t o subscri b e to a hierarchical
model in whi 'h ' so_iety is divided into a series of levels or
strata dif fere nti ated in terms of the life-::>tyles an d
associated prestig ~_ of their memb ~rs

I

.

Members of -the

working- class cha racteristically divid e society into tw o
unbridge able 9 oups~ and thus

w their position in so iety

V1

as rela t i v el y immu table, _ eSL l1:in~1 in l o a spira tion level s
and expectations.
hand,

M Inbers of th_ IIlJddle - class,

see themselv S as living

place a high pr miu

1

on

on t _he oth_r

n a :fairly open so\.,;i8ty , and

individu ~

dv ncement within the

occupational structure , the 'progr ;:3sive improvement 1n
conswn ption standards andl correspu Jingly,

d t ~ t . 1'1 Th Affluent orker
mLr J_d y - Oniver-s i fy--p ess '~----TT_K'~--

5.

J.H. Gol - thorpe , D. Lock
in the Cl S8 Stru 'ture,
197 l, pp . I t 8 -12 1---

6.

These in clude st dies from th
Europe ,
nd B it - in.

0

steady a SCErl1:

Unite

St -- t

s,

estern

58.

In t e r ms of

an

pr~stlg e

l 'r
li7
qu o l'~ y or .1re-s
tY .e.

1.tll~

major econOIlIl.C concern of the

TIe

or-king- -c lass lS • wi th being

abl e t o maint.a in a certain

tandard of living dnd style of

livin g ', whic h

the traditional working-c l ass

ccounts £0

emp h as is on collective solutions to economic pr o blems _
s e eking to mainta i n t h eir st - ndards of living collecti v ely by
the f orm ation of trade un 'o ns.

Clearly, then , Goldtlorp e an] Lockwood consider the
tr a nsition from

orking t o middle-class to be a process

involving considerably more than the mere change in consumption
p atte r n s , as the tJu:cc h ase of a .h O[l~:1 refrigerator, and ot h er
consum e r d urables suggest.

Path ~r ,

the change imp l ied i n the

~bourg e_oi.seme ni: thesi.s includes life-styles,

and v a lu es , levels of

s o cial attitudes

spiratioIl , social orientations,

fri e ndshi p and kinship patterns , voting patte r ns , and class
sche me s.

8

Secondly ,

the p ropon nts of ehe thesis have failed to

co n sid er seriously the ~x ist ~ nce of a heterogeneous
p o ss ibl y dl er~ifie ) middl e-c la ss .

(and

If affluence amongst

ma nu a l workers i.s ~urport .Jly tne majo r causal factor in thelr
tran siti on from worki.ng t:o rniJdl ~-,~ las' life-styles,
propo ne nts h ve neglecte
af fl ue n ce
there b y

tben the

to -:xarnine eb e effect variations In

1ight hav 3 on lower whit e-co lla

life-style s ,

~suming that which is essentially problematic .

H. Go 1 d th 0 r p e

D . Lo c kw 0 0 d , e t _~l

0e_~~ ~. ·t .

It

7.

J .

8.

II mit J tic n S l n 'lIt t.:; 1<. a han ct n d Ai I~ kin Sur e y
I n vie I 0 f t. h
da t
th e pre s n t stu d Y \'1 Ll SUr ci L 1 e toe x ::Hfl i n e a 11 0 f t h L. S e
aspects - - di£ticulty t.hat most res2archer~ engaged In
secondary analysis muse
Licipdt.~ and endure.

J

I

I

p. 1 2 0 .

5 ~.

should

ot be tal

" 11

for granted th d t: lower whi te-collar

wo rkers are a socially and culturdlly static a nd h omogeneous
group , and thus used to gauge the nlovements of oth er classes
in society.

Indeed, it would not be too difficult to

dernonstr te that ce tain cultural traits which have been
tr aditionally

aSSOCl

ted with th e middle-class are no lon ger

a signific a nt a spect of middl - -cl ass life.

For i nstance , it

1S frequently cl ime ' that talent~d working-c l ass children
do not attend call .ges and un iv ersit:ies because they lack the
ability to ' defer g ' a tifi cation ' - an ability the talented
middl e -cl ass youth r adily displ- ,
by Mill er and Riessman

9

But the question posed

1S how tr e is it that today's middle-

class youth are actually d efer ring gratificatio n wh en they
attend call ge or uni versity?

Th e au thors suggest that these

youths are IlIore li k .ly to look u pon attendanc e at these
institu tions as com1ng closest~ to the realization of
gratific ation .

It is shifts of this kind within the middle

class th at 1m ke i ,t espec i a lly difficult and dubious to
it as a ya rdstick for elucidatiny
1
k·
wor-lng-c

S5

uGc

(and frequently evaluating)

1 1. - e 'I . 10

FinllY i

there e i sts a I!1 -' rhodo l ogical problem in

comparativ - studi es of work ing and middle-class subcultures.

9.

S . M. Mi 11 era n d }'. R j - s SIlk n ,
'1' 11 2 ~vo r h. 1 n g e l - s s
Subcultu e:
A New Vie
Soci~l Probl~ms , Vo l.9, No.1,
-----_._-----_
. _.1961, p.90.
I

I

10. ibid.

Goldthorpe an,- Lock/ood,ll echuil.g L'1ill-r and Riessrnan,12
hav e pointed out that ' facile cOTIlparisons ' between these two
subcultur es

auld be

voided if r ese rch_rs used

analyses rather than ' phenotypic
analysis, as Mill er explains,

}I

mon~y-mindedness,

( suc h as

A ' genotypical '

quires that the social

scienti s t go beyond the search fer
factors

analyses.

Igenotypical'

d~~pseated

psychological

status-~eeking,

or

ambitiousness) , and to gain some understandi ng of how

l if e- h istories, work exper i ences , and the

their meaning from,

total logic of the so cia-economic
of people find themselves.

The reaso

~ rvironment

in which groups

13

for this additional methodological procedure

In the compara -tive stu dy of sub ul tures lies in the
realizati on by many socio ogis s that the same behavioural
patterns in two

se~arate

(soci- llYt culturally and ideologically

distinct) groups coul d have vastlj differ ing meanings and
. nl. f'lc anc . 14
SJ.g

'Thus,

although an affluent secto r of the

manual work ers might have adopted behaviour pat t erns which are
traditionally associ - ted with
per se does not meal

11.

niddl

\...:lass way of life, thi.s

that they have joined , or are seeking to

GoldtholP and D . Lockn:,od, 'Affluence an d the
British Class Struccur e '
Th ~ Soc ioJogical Revi e w,
(England)
Ne'v} Series I Vol ~r, -No-:2-,- 1963-,-p":-I "
42-:-

J .B.

I

I

12.

S.M. Miller

nd F. Rl essman , op.cit. , p.89.

13.

ib id.

14.

Here l it s ems I we arc: c ll 1 J1'::l ubs er va tians tha t
un derstood by a trropologi s s ~cca d ~s ago .

Gl.
J0 1n,

t h at w y of- 1 1t- ~ . 15

fo' the mid Ie-cl ass buying

a second car , a n _w louse or a col ur t21evision set is
inclined to represent a

'v alidatlon of status ' ,16 for the

working-class these purchases are

ie ed differently .

Mackenzie found that when asked why they preferred to own
their own hom es rather th a n rent tl e m,
craftsmen e xp lained their pr f

the large major ity of

r enee for home ownership solely

in terms of the fact that this g - ve th8ffi 'incr eased freedom
from the sUbjection to the rul e of the landlo rd'.
both e red', writes Mackenzie,
that come with hom

It o men ion the economic benefits

o~nership.

And i t is their n eg lect of

this advanta ge of 1 orne ovlner- ship tl-13.
workers off from th e clerks and m re
managers ,.l 7

As Miller and

Ame r

l'

c a 11. rnanla
.

0 f-

pe _p e

set s

the blue collar

specia lly , from t h e

ro~ition

-c l a~s

t .Ud.J up Jar d-

does not necessarily

ldeals nor to the
\-'. . ]. 1.
m001

t y ' . 18 I

them~elves

much the consumer goods th at are i1

15 .

t

Riecism~n h ave pointed out, ' the

desi r e to improv e ole ' s economic
involve subs c ribing to niddl

Few

t

1' S

no t

so

significant, but

This point ha s been mad e by s evera
socio logists .
For
exampl e , S . M. Miller
nd F. Riessman , op. cit. ~
G. Hand e l and L. Rainwater
' Pers ist e nce-- arid Change in
Working CI S5 Life Style ' in Shostack and Gomberg (Eds. )
Blue Col lar World , Prentice-H - ll, Englewood Cliffs,1964.
Also, see l usurpation the ry ' in F , Parkin , Class
Inegu a 1 i ty a l
p0l-i tic~_!~Ed ::: ~. I Paladin i Londorl;'-19 71 ,
p.33 .
I

16.

I

Goldth orpe and D. Lock .JLlU , ' Affluence and the
British C l ass Structure W t Op.C1t., p.138 ;
G. Handel and
L . Ra in wa te ri o P . cit. r p. 3 -; j
n d G . L'- a eke n z ie, I Sk i 11 e d
Work er s
nd
h i _e -Collar Vvork rs:
Changes in the
American Class Structure ', urpublished Paper presented at
the Amer j c n So c ~olog ieal.. As socia tion _.Ar~~l1~~~!.~eting, 1973.
J .H.
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17.

G . M c enz i e , ibid.

18.

S.M. Miller and F . Riessman ,
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Jorkers Middle-Class? '
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O

t he symbols ot st tus

dtrcl~d

I

a large part of the

.::i2E::n ,

Mdyer has dec la -ed that

or-king class sh ires a "

style of life and accepts

iddle

cl-s~

This is especially true of craftsmen

hi te collar

j
,

values and beliefs.
foremen , and skilled

r

no~ad~ys

mec hani cs , whose high wciges

.

~t8m.

to

One fi ldl pOlEL ; as aIr-eddy

'--

exceed the salaries of

many lower middle class, wlite collar emp loyees and even of
small busin essmen' .

19

He

.egards the line which separates the

affluent manual workers from the bulk of the semi-skilled and
unskilled manual workers as beiny 'more significant
sociologically'

than the tradition 1 dividing line between

manual workers and lower whlte-collar workers ' .

20

chapter we seek to discover precisely where this
lin e

I

lie Sill t he Au s ·t r a I ian

As

s~en ,

e h ave

0 _ cup ·- t

In this
In ormative

ion a 1 s t r u c t u r e .

malY writ. rs suggest that the working-

class in w stern society traditioll - lly displays low aspiration
and expect tion levels in respect to their careers .
proponen ts of th e

~b9..u~·q~~2-.~_ef~e~ t

thes i

But

s ggest tha t

traditional workilg-class p3tterDS are breaking down

tl ese

~nd

being

replaced by the midile-class pdttecn of career aspirations.
According to Hayer
success an

I

I

The Ame.L"icafl Lr,.l 1 tion of striving for

up 7a d IIlUbility,

so sCLoIlgly

middle-class way of lite, exten · s

i~s

work ers who share lr ditional middl

19 .

K.B. M- yer 1 ~~=-:::.:;__ ancJ
1955 , pp.41 - 2.

20.

ibi .

.3G<::~~~.YI

_mbodied in the lOver

sway over many manual

"_ lass v lues.

Hdtl

om I-lous e ,

'The style

new York ,

C.3 •

of life of many skilled and better-paid semiskilled workers
resembles th at of the lower

middl~-class

much more closely

than that of the poorer semiskilled and unskilled manual
labourers' .21

Goldthorpe and Lockwood reveal that 87 per cent of the
white-collar work ers in their sample said that they liked the
idea of promotion 'v er y much '

f

or

' quite a lot', but only

20 per cent of th eir skilled and 15 per cent of their s emiskil led work er s wer e attracted to the idea of promotion and
had given this serious conside ation.

They conclude that

'instead of aspiring in whi te-collar fashion "to make a
career" within their firm s,
"good living"

than on

ahead on his own'.

Lik ew ise Richard

workers were more inclined to place an

emp hasis on ma in taining a
of living'

these mel1 hop ed rather t.O gain a

from their fi rms ... 122

found that manua l

"g ood

'd ecent and steady job and standard

'good opportunities for each person to get
Business, profess ion al and white-collar

'
f or a d v ancement muc h h'19 h er e 23
groups ra t-e d opportun1. t-1es

These findings are supported by those of Sykes , Walker an
.
24
in Britain, and by Chinoy in Arner lca .

Dale

The pattern has also

P .:...c i

!.

P 77 ·

22 .

J . H. Gold tho r pe , D . L 0 c k \v0 0 d, e t ...:. a 1_.

23.

R. Ce nt e rs, The Psychology of Social Classes , Princeton
University Press, Oxford-,-1949", Chap~6: ---

24.

A.J.M. Sykes, ' borne Differences in the Attitudes of
Cleric al and M nual ~ · orkers ', Sociological RevievJ, Vol.13,
No.1, 196~ N.
alker, Morale ln the Clvil Servlce:
A
::>tudy of the Desk ~ ork
" Edinburgf;~-196l ~-pp-:T99=-203-=
J. R-. -Dare~Tie - Cferk-In- Industry ( Li verpool , 1962 I
pp. 20-4 ; and~ ChinoYI Automobile Work rs and the
American Ore lTl, Doubled y, -Ne-; Yo.c-~--i9'55·.
,

- I-

I
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been noted in Australia.

In a study of skilled and white-

collar workers in Perth, Dufty found that 90 per cent of
clerks and male shop assistants stated that they would like
, 25 W11
1 'I st on 1 y s I'19J1t
11 y more t h an h a If
a promotlon

0 f

t he

skilled workers in the sample expressed a desire for
.
26
promotlon.

Similar findings by Miller and Riessman led

them to conclude that the desire for career advancement 'does
not playas crucial a role in working-class life as it does
in the middle-class. ,27
Table 9 shows how respondents in the present study
reacted to the question of whether or not they would like to
occupy a job different from their present one.

Here the

present study seeks to discov er wh ether affluent manual workers
have the high career aspirations characteristic of lower
white-collar workers, or whether their career aspirations are
sufficiently low to ma ke them indistinguishable from nonaffluent manual workers.

Generally, with the exception of

semi-skilled workers, the mor e affluent the work ers were; the
less likely they were to desire an alternative occupation.
The lower white-collar group have the highest expressed desire
to change their occup ations n e xt to tIle non-affluent unskilled
group, 66 per cent of whom st ted that they would like to
change their occupation s.

Skilled Inanu 1 workers in the sample

__

25.

N.F. Dufty, 'White Collar Contrast', ----International
Journal
_..
.---of Comp rative Sociology, Vo l.4, 1963, p.69.

26 .

N.F. Dufty, 'Blue ColI r Cant d~tl
Int '. rnati o nal Journal
of Comparative Sociology,
01. 8 , 1967· ~p·~- 2T'j . - .- . ------

27.

S.M. Miller an F. Riessman,
op.cit., p.5l0.

~ ~ -~ - ~----
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tAre Workers Middle Class?'

65 .

were the least likely to w nt

d

TABLE

9

change

In

employment .

Career Aspira.tions - desire for al terna t~ v e __ oc~.upa tion: 28
Occup tion

Affluence

Yes

Upper M-Class

29
Aff.
Non-Aff.

Lower W-Collar
Skilled

*

No

O.K.

48.8
51.6

49 . 6
45 .2

1.6
3.2

100.0
100.0

129
31

Aff.
Non-Aff.

59.4
62.5

39.1
35.4

1.6
2.1

100.0
100.0

64
48

Aff.
Non-Aff .

44. 3
49.3

52.9
49 . 3

4 •9

1. 5

100.1
100 .1

70
69

Semi-skilled

Aff .
Non-Aff.

57.7
50.5

42.3
46.0

O. 0
3.6

100.0
100.1

52
III

Unskilled

Aff.
Non-Aff.

66.0

**

**

31.9

**

2.1

%

**

100.0

N

6

47
62~/ 30

*

Don It kno\.;.

**

Frequencies too small

Indeed, it seems that afflu e nt skilled workers

(the group of

workers wh o, according to the ~mbo .~Fge0:i:.~e~ent thesis are most
lik el y to yearn for upward mobility) was in fact the group that
expressed the greates t

amount of contentment in their present

28.

All tables in this chapter were generated from the
Kchan and Aitkin Survey data.

29.

Using the income dist ibution of respondents in the
sample, it was decided to regard incomes of 3,251 dollars
and above as affluent.
Althoug 1 this figure appears to
be 10 compared with current rates of incom', this amount
of money was sufficient t
perm it a small family to
participat in a lower middle-class life --style at the
time of the interview.

30

Dividing the sample into affluent and non-affluent
categories re uced he s ample size, as some r espo ndents
refused to provide the intervi e er with income figures.

66 .

. b
31
JO s.
workers,

Comparing s}rl11 e d manud1

lith lower white-collar

51 per cent of the skilled workers in the sample did

not desire a chang

1n occupation,

-hilst only 37 per cent of

the lower write-coll ar group expressed this type of contentme nt
in their pres e nt jobs .
.2

(Chl = 4.92, d . f.=I )

32

workers ar e compared
Howe ver,

This diff erence is significant

and io even greater when affluent skilled
-------ith the lower

hit e-co llar group .

i f we examlne wh 'c h occupa tions respondents

preferred in place o f their current jobs , certain interesting
trends emerge.

In T hIe 10 a di stinction

1S

made between

those respon de nts who cho se a n occupation of a hi g h e r status
category than their present job c tegory

(a nd thus had high

career aspirations), and those W[o chose an occupation involving
no increment in occupation a l

status

(w it h low career aspirations).

Accordingly, manual wor kers - wh ethe r skilled , semi-skilled, or
unskilled - would hav e to express a desire to e nter a non-ma nual
occupation to count as asplrlng for upward mobility , and lower
white-collar workers would need to expres s a desire to enter an

31 . Al thougl the dd t - in dica t s 10 J lev 1 s of career aspira tion
among skilled workers, this implication could we ll b e
misleadin g .
It shou ld b e not e d that Table 9 does not
provide informa tion on the exten t to which sk ifled--workers
aspire to self-employment within their trade , or whether
they want to become foremen.
It seems clea r that,
becau se mobility is patterned diff eren tly for different
occupations , the hierar chica l ana lysis needs to be
supplemented by a Situs Analys i s .
The data , how eve r,
are not suitable for this kind of treatment .
32. All chi-s quare calculations in this study wer e based on
sample frequenci es , not perce} tages.

67.
upper middle-cl s

,
33
ccupatlon.

n order to count as having

low aspirations, a respondent would need to have chosen his
preferred occupation from
present

. b,
JO

Jithin the same category as his

.
or nomlnate
a

'b
JO

0

f

.
1 status. 34
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TABLE 10

Occupation
Affluence

High
Aspns

---

Low
Aspn§_

No
Ch.

D.R~5

%

N

Lower MClass

Aff .
Non-Aff.

39.1
25.0

17.2
33.3

29.1
35 .4

4.7
6. 3

100.1
100.0

64
48

Skilled

Aff.
Non-Aff.

30.0
28.8

14.3
19.0

52.9
49.3

2.9
2 .9

100.1
100.0

70
69

Semiskilled

Aff .
Non-Aff.

44.2
27 .0

11.5
20.7

42 . 3
46.0

1.9
6.3

99.9
100.0

52
111

Unskilled

Aff.
ton-Aff.

*

*

21.3

44.7

7.:

31.9

*

2.1

*

100.0

6
47
467

*

Frequencies too small.

33 .

Some respondents chose occupations which had not preYiQus~
been classifi d within the 5 occupational catego ries.
These vI re f armc: rs t gra zier "") I arm ' d ser v iCdnen I mi n e r sand
farm workers.
Theref o re, farmers and 3razie rs (ior the
purpose of this Table) we e plac .d in th upp 8 r middlecl ss ,
whilst armed servic men were placed in the lower
whit e-collar category and farm work ers and miners in the
unskilled group.
It w- s necessary tc f it these
occupations into the existing sch2me in order to decide
whether or no , for example , a low er whit -collar wo rker
wishing to b ecome a grazier had high Cd re r aspirations.
Other ise they would have been l~st . rom he sample.

34.

It is important ' 0 note th at one of th e r easons why bluecoll ar workers do not ppear to aspire as high as lowe r
white -co llar workers is bec use tley r e placed lower on
the occupational scale and ther e fore t o aspire as high as
lower white-colla , wou ld require gr ea ter effort .
Hence
mobility studie slould be concerned with the relative
dis tan c e and not m2 reI y th e u 1 t i 'na t ego a 1 .
Howeve i -, -I f
the present study were to use-relative distance as a
measure of career aspirations, ernbourgeoisement of both
affluent and non-affluent m nual wo-rkerswouI-dappear to
have occurred.
Us ing the luI tirna te goa l' technique as T_he
basis of analysis ( here manual work e rs need to aspire at
least to lower white-collar or higher occupations, thereby
making it mor difficult for ma nual workers to register
high aspirations) , .;e provide a more Sens itive and
rigorous test of the thesis.

35.

The ' Don't Kno ' category in this TaLle hds greater
proportions th " n i ts counterp rt in T ble 9 because some
respond e nts w nte to chang
t e it occupations but failed
to suggest n alterrative.

68.

Obviously Table 10 provides a better test of this
portion of the embourgeoisement thesis because it isolates
those workers who specifically desire upward occupational
mobility .

For instance, although the unskilled workers ln the

sample were the least inclined of all the occupational
categories to be satisfied with their present jobs, they were
in fact the least likely to have high career aspirations.

Two

out of every three non-affluent unskilled workers who wanted
to change jobs preferred another manual job, and were not
seeking to become white-collar workers .
Furthermore, ln contr ast to the indications of Table 9,
no longer do the affluent workers in each occupational category
have lower career aspir tions than their less affluent peers.
For example , 39 per cent of affluent lower white-collar workers
were shown to have high career aspirations, whilst only 25 per
cent of non-affluent lower white-collar workers in the sample
had high career aspirations, thus making them the group with
the second lowest career aspiration level.

57 per cent of non-

affluent lower white-collar workers wlo expressed a desire to
change their occupations chose jobs of equal or lower
occupational status than their present jobs - 14 per cent

want~

to remain ln lower white-collar jobs, the rest (43 per cent)
wished to jOil the ranks of the

ill

nu 1 workers (25 per cent

preferred skilled occu pa tion s and 18 per cent preferred semiskilled work) .

The difference between affluent and non-affluent

lower white-collar workers, however, i
2
significant (chi =2.J 4 ,d .f.=1)

Filally, the significant

difference between skilled manual
(noted in Table 9) no longer

not statistically

nd 10 e

xists.

white-collar workers

Inste d, Table 10 reveals

the distinct presence of high Cdr er aspirations (a traditionally
middle-class trait) amongst affluent manual workers, thereby
confirming the expectations of Mayer d.nd other embourgeoisement
proponents.
These writers, however, have failed to

co nsid~r

the

pOssible confounding effects of downwardly mobile non-manual
worker§.

According to Miller,36 most industrial societies have

high rates of downward mobility.

Broom and Jones,in their

comparative study of father-to-son mobility rates in Australia,
Italy and the United St test conclude that in ' all three
countries, between one-quarter and one-third of sons of nonmanual fathers were downwardly mobile into manual occupations' .37
Most writers agree downwardly mobile non-manual workers
(sometimes referred to as 'skidders ' ) do not re2dily relinquish
~el·tans~~auung· ,

their middle-class

and do not change their

political alleg i anc_s to correspond to th0se of the traditional
·
1 ass. 38
wor k lng-c

And therefore there appears to be a need, in

any empirical test of the

emb~~rgeoi~ement

thesis, to control

for the downwardly mobile non-manual worker. 39
this would invite th
36.

S.M. Miller
Sociolo~y,

charge that the researcher is no long er

Compara tive So ial Nobili ty I ,
Vol.9, No.1, 1960.
I

t

Failure to do

Curr~nt

37.

L. Broom nd F. Lancaster Jones , 'Father-to-son Mobility:
Austr lia in Cornpara tlve Pe:rspective ' , Americ~Journ~~
of _Socio.!ogy, Vol.74, No . 3, Jan . 1969, p.335.

38.

A. Hopkins, The Politlcs of Upward Mobility, Unpublished
Thesis AustralIan Na tional Univer ·s· i tY-i-H-~. Wilensky
and H. Ed ards, ' The Skidders:
Ideological Adjustments
of Do n ardly Mobile 0 ..-ker::s " American Sociolog ical
Review ,Vu 1.24, April, 1959; S .1V1~-t-lpset-· and-:r:-G ·ordon,
'Mobility nd Trade Union Members hip' in R. Bendix and
S.M. Lipset, Class, Status and Power, Free Press, Glencoe,
1953 and W.G. - RGncl:man,
eI-tlV-e-ueprivation and Social
Justice, Routledge and Kega Paul, London, 1966.
I

39.

The influence of up · ardly mobile m nual work rs on the
middle-cl ss will be discuss d i~
later Chapter.

70.
examln1ng the embourgeoisement lhesls (with its specific
emphasis on affluenc

amongst manu 1 workers), but rather with

the political and normative patterns of the downwardly mobile~O
Accordingly, Table 11 eliminates the confounding effects of
downward mobility by excluding all manual workers born into
white-collar families
workers)

I

(that is , whose fathers were non-manual

as well as those manual workers who once held a

white-colI r job , but no longer do so.
TABLE

11

Career Aspirations - controlling for downward.ly __mobile_12onmanual workers:
Occupation
Affluence

High
Aspns

Aspns

No
Ch.

D.K.

LO~N

N

0

"6

Lower WCollar

Aff .
Non-Aff.

39.1
25.0

17.2
33 .3

3 9.1
35.4

4.7
6.3

100.1
100.0

64
48

Skilled

Aff.
Non-Aff .

31.8
29.7

13.6
13.5

52.3
51.4

2. 3
5.4

100.0
100.0

44
37

Semiskilled

Aff.
on-Aff.

44.4
23.1

14.8
28.9

40~7

0.0
7.7

99.9
100.1

27
52

Unskilled

Aff .
Non-Aff.

*

*

13.8

*

51.7

40 .4

*

31.0

.;.'

3.5

100.0

frequency too small.

302

To test the vali di ty of the
propositio~it

1
29

*

e~e?urgeoisemen t

was decided to utilize an approach similar to

.
41
the one us ed by Harn1lton,
ln which the number of percentage
points between affluent manu 1 workers and lower white-collar
workers are compared with the number of percentage points
between afflu e nt manual workers
workers.

nd non-affluent manual

The aim here is to determine whether affluent manual

40 .

How e v er , th1s is not to deny that these two phenomena
could well be closely linked o each other , or that the
embo ur geoisement process has several contributory causal
facto s.

41.

R.F. H milton, 'Th e Behaviou - and Values of Skilled
Workers' in A.B . Shostack and w. ~ornberg (E s . ), op.ci! .

71.

workers are more like lower white-collar workers in their
normative and social characteristics than they are like their
less affluent peers.

l'his

1

e-thod applied to Table 11 shows

that affluent manual workers have higher career aspirations
than lower white-colI r wor kers

(ar

only one percentage point

10 er white-c01Jar workers)

below affluent

percentage points above non- aff lu e t manual

I

whilst being 16
orkers .

This

difference in respect to career aspirations between affluent
and non-affluent manual workers is statistically significant
(chi 2=7.73 ,d. f .=2) .

According to a number of ' studies carried out in
recent years, and covering relatively large numbers of manual
work ers , some sizeable proportiol

of the latter - ranging from

10 to over 40 per c8nt - have in each instance claimed to
belong to the middle class.
by no means in all,

42

In some of the studies , though

it has then also been shown low this

claim in some degree correlates wi h other expressions of

"mid I e clas~ness' - for example, voting conservative .
this basis the argument has been advanced
of the embourgeoisoment thesis],

On

[by the proponents

that working class

consclousness is we kenirg and that many manual workers are
no
42.

no longer willin g to identify tbemselves with others in
See F. tv!. Martin I
So 1e Subj ecti ve Aspects of Soc ial
Stratification' in D.V. Glass ( ~ d.), Social Mob ility In
Br i tain 1 Routledge I London I 1954; P. -\1TITmo'ttand--- --~Young, Family and Class in a London Suburb, Routledge
and K gan pur London :-f961J;F-~-z-eIg~-- The- Horker in an
Afflu ent Society :
Family Llf and Industry '~-H -einemanrl~
London, -1961 ;-R-.--Centers-;---i'ne- Psychology
Social Cl sses
Pr inc eton 1949; ar d M. Kah iln-; D. B tIer an ---6 ~-Stokes-;--
' On the Alalyti
1 Div 's ion of Social Cl sst, B£itish
Journ 1 of Sociology, Vol.17, no.2, 1966.
I

I

of

I

72.
basically the same objective class position , but see
themselves , rather ,

s forming

along with white-coIl r

p~rt

I
or(er.:.:>
. 43
J

of a higher social stratum
The present study seeks to

explore the extent to which affluelt manual workers in
Austral ia iden tify vii th th e

I

middle-clas s' .

The questions pertaining to class identification were as
follows:
51 (a)

Some people say that there are social classes In
this country.
Others disagree.
Do y ou think there
are , or are not social classes in Australia?

51(b )

Why do you think tlis?

51(c)

(I f R says there are SOCl 1 classes) To
would you belong?

51 (d)

(I f middl e or wo king class)
Would you say that
you were about average (chosen class ) , lower (chosen
class) or that you were upper (cho sen cla-sS)?

51 ( e )

(I f R says there are not social classes)
Here ( show
card D) are the namessome people u se for social
classes.
If you had to say which of those social
clas se s you belong -to , which would you choose?

Jhich class

'TABLE 12
Self identification of social class In Australia :
Social Class (o pen
and closed question)

%

Upper
Middle
Working
1.0 er
D.K .

1

50
42
1
7
N (lOO %)

= 1,668 *

Most respondents maintained that there are social
classes ln Australi .

43.

Only 14 per c nt claimed that there are

Goldthor-pe nd D. Loc) ~ Jood , ' Affluence and the
British Class Structur " The Sociol o yic a l Review,
(England) , New Series Vol. xi~-1 o. ~ -JuI --r963--;p.143.
J.B.

I

*

The total s mple in the K- h n and Aitkin study.

73.
no social classes in

Australi~ . this

figure dropped to below

7 per cent when respondents were asked the closed question
-

51(e).

Also , most respondents chose to be 'average' members

of their chosen class:

82 per cent of those identifying with

the middle-class and 87 p r

cent of those identifying with the

working-cl ass said they were about average in th e ir class.
Compared with figures from Britain and the United States , the
proportion of middle-clas s identifiers in Aust ralia is high:
one 1n every two respondents, according to Table 12.
Butler and Stokes

l

Kahan,

in their study on the analytical division of

social class in Britain , found that one in every three
respondents identified wittl the niddle-class , whilst the 1964
election study conducted by the Survey Research Center of the
University of Michigan found the
'

every f lve.

~roportion

to be two out of

44
TABLE 13
- ------ -

Class id entification _.by _oc_<?upa tion:
~ccupa-

tion
---

Affluence
- - - - - --

U.

__
M.

Social
- _.
...Class
_----

vL

D . K.

%

N

Upper MClass

Aff.
Non-Aff.

2.3
0.0

77.':)
48.4

13.0
35.5

6.9
16.1

100.1
100.0

131
31

Lower WCollar

Aff.
Non-Aff.

O. 0

0.0

70.4
39.7

23.5
56.3

6.1
4•0

100.0
100.0

64
48

Skilled

Aff.
tOI-Aff.

0.0
0.0

48.6
28.5

48.5
65.7

2.9
5.7

100.0
99.9

70
70

Semiskilled

Aff.
Non-Aff.

0.0
0.0

50 .0
24.3

44.3
69.4

5.8
6.3

100.1
100.0

52
III

*

*
100 . 0

6
50

Unskilled Aff.
on-Aff.

*

*

0.0

frequencies too sm 11 .

44.

*

28.0

*

64.0

8.0

633

See L. Broom, F.I-, ncaster Jon e s and J . 2ubrzycki, ' Social
Stratification in Austr lia l in J.A. Jackson, Soci 1
Stra ification, Cambridge University Press , uK~-TeC[,

74.

T Lie 13 surnrnarlses data gene ated from the responses
to both the open and clos ed class identification questions . A
particularly interesting trend can be discerned:
seems closely related to class identification.

affluence
The non-affluent

workers in each occupational category identified more frequently
with the 'working-class'.

This trend

lower white-collar workers:

1S

particularly strong for

56 per cent of the non-affluent

lower whi te-collar workers in the sample reg a rded themselves as
'working-cl ass ', compared with only 24 per cent of affluent
lower white-c ollar workers

v

This dJ.fference is statistically

2
significant (chi =12.36,d.f. = 1).

Furthermore, affluent manual

workers are 20 percentage points aw y from non-affluent manual
workers in the per cent of workers identifying with the
·' working-class', but only 7 percentage points away from lower
white-collar workers.

The cifference between affluent and non-

affluent manual work ers is significant

')

( chi~~

17.42,d.f.=I).

Finally, it should be COilsidered whether this difference in
class identification between aff luent and non-affluent manual
workers persists wh e n downvardly mobile non-manual workers are
precluded from the s mple.
and Great Britain

46

Researchers in the

Uni~ed

States

45

have found that downwardly mobile men are

more likely to think of

thems~lves

as being middle-class than

m nual work ers born in the working-class.

Ho ever , controlling

for downwardly mobile non-manual workers in the present study
failed to eliminate the observed significant difference between
45.

B.L. Wilensky and H. Ed lards, op.cit.; and S.M. Lipset
and J. Gordon , IMobility an Trade-Union Membership' in
R. Ben ix nd S.M . Lipset, Cl ss, ~tatu.~ _~!1d Po er , op.cit .

46 .

W.G. Runciman, Relative Deprivation anc Social Justice,
Routledge and 'ey n paui~ ·-Lolldo-l; --1966. --- -----.-------

75.

affluent and non-affluent manual workers
embo~!g~?isem~nt

indicating a distinct

2
(chi =7.79,d.f . .;1) -

tendency of the former.

Stu dies throughout Great Britain and the United States
have drawn attention to the close link between occupational
sta t us and membership in volunta y organizations -

those in

hig h status occupations being more likely to join clubs and
societies . 4 7

Th us if affluent skilled and aff luent semi -

sk il led manual workers have

dopted middle-class values and

socia l pat t erns , we would expect to find that these workers
h ve joined voluntary organiz at ions.
Goldthorpe and Lockwood concluded

~hat,

In respect to

club membership the manual/non-manu al distinction rem a ins a
va l id and sociologically signif i ca nt one.
similar trend in the United States.

47 .

48

Mackenzie found a

Half of the skilled

M. Axelrod ,

' Urb a n Structure and Social Participation ',
American Sociological Review, \101.21, 1956 1 pp.13-l9;
W. Be l l and M.T. Force, ' Social Structure and
Participation in Differ nt Typ es of Formal Associations '
Social Forces , Vol.34, May 1956 , pp . 345-50 ; T . B.Bottomore ,
Soclal Stratification in Voluntary Associations ' in
D.V. Gl ss (Ed.)
op.cit.; T . Cauter and J.S. Downham,
rrhe C flLfnuni. atioll o--" I5:1e"~ s, Ch tt.o - 1" \I>lindus , London ,
1954 i R. W. Holdge and D. J . 'I':ceiman I I Social Participa tion
and Social Status ', Amer ican Sociological Revi e w, Vol.33
1968 , pp.722-40 j H. Hyman--and C.R. ·W rIgh t, I'ri-end s in
Volunt ry Association Mel berships of American Adults:
Replic a tion Based on Secondary Analysis of National
Sample Survey ', American Sociological RevieVl, Vol . 36 , to . 2 ,
1971 ; M. Komarov -ski~----.--rrreVol un tary---Associa t "ion of Urban
Dell rs ' in L . \'ilson arId W.L. Kn lU v Sociological Analys is:
An Introductory Text and Casebook I Harcourt Braceand---=- orICI -, -N _wYork ", pp. 378- 91; B. -L zerwi tz , INa tional Da ta
on Parti c ipation Rates among Residential Belts in the
United St test I American Sociological Review, Vol.27 , 1962,
pp . 691-696 ; P. WlI1motf~h"e--EvofutionoIa Comrnuni"ty:
A Stu " y of Dagenham - fter Forty Years-:--Rou tledge & K8-gan
Paul, London , 1963;and P. -illmott and 1"1. Young , Family
and Clas s in
London Suburb Routledge and Kegan -Pauf~
London, 1960.
I

I

48 .

J.H. Goldthorpe, D. Lockwoud, ~~~al.
~he _ A~fluent vorker
in the Class Structure! op . C_~!"
p .94 .
I

"

"

70 .
craftsmen in his s " mple did not belong to
organization , whilst two-thirds of

d

single

he clerks and four - fifths

of the managers belonged to at least one formal
Australia

50

organization~9

evidently has not followed this trend .

Bryson

found that club membership is not significantly related to
occupation. 51

This was also the cas e in respect to sporting

and recreation groups .

5L

53
Parsler -- found that although there

1 S a tendency in Australia for more white-collar workers to
]Oln clubs than blue-collar workers } the difference is not a
sign i ficant one .
According to T ble 14, affluenc. bears
to c l ub membership .

distinct relation

In all occupational categories in which a

distinction has been made between affluent and non-affluent
members ,

the former were mor"e likely to belong to clubs than

were the 1 tter.

Moreover , this relationship between club

membership and affluence i;:> a strong one.

For instance,

49 .

G. Mackel zie, ISkilled Workers and White - Collar Workers:
Changes in the Americ a n Class Structur e I I ~p ~ c i_t. , p. 5.

50 .

It is very difficult to generalise about Australia as a
whole when discussing club membership, b cause clubs and
club ctiviti - s v ry from one st te to anothe r.
Clubs
i n Ne South Wales, for instance , allow gambling and
therefore c t e r for a differ e nt type of patron than
Victorian clubs.

51 .

L.

52.

ibid .

53.

R. Pa rsl e r,
Sonle So c 1 d 1 ASf; C s of ~~~b?l} r S!e?_~~ e m~n t
1n Australi Sociol og y, Vol 5 , 1971, pp. lOl-2 .

Bryson d.ll U F . Th ompson ,
Middl esex , 1972.
I

\n

lus tl dlia n

e "'ltown ,

engu l I1 ,

p.204.
I

I

f

7.

significdntly mOLe affluent 10 er white-collar workers b e long
to clubs than do non-afflu ent 10 er white-collar work e rs
(chi 2=6 . 83 , d . f . =2).

46

per cent of non-affluent lower white -

collar workers belong to at least one club, compared with 67
per cent of affluent lower white -col lar workers.

Indeed , it

seems clear from this Table tha t non-affluent l ower white-collar
worke r s are almost indistinguishabl e from non-affluent manual
workers 1n their frequency of club membership .
rrABLE 14

Club Membership 1n Australia:
Occupation

Affluence

Number of Clubs 54
None
une
2+

Upper M-Class

Aff .
Non-Aff.

20.6
45 . 2

27 . 5
29. 0

51.9
25.8

100 . 0
100 . 0

131
31

Lower W-Collar

Aff .
Non-Aff.

22.8
54.2

40 .6
35.4

26.6
10.4

100 0
100.0

64
48

Skilled

Aff.
Non-Aff.

50 .0
57.1

22.9
31.4

27.1
11.4

100.0
99.9

70
70

Semi-skilled

Aff.
Non-Aff.

36.5
60.4

40.4
24.3

2 3.1
15.3

100 . 0
100.0

52

Aff .
Non-Aff.

*
56.0

Unskilled

..

--- --~---- - - -. ---

*

32.0

*

12.0

o

<5

*
100.0

N

III
6

50
633

*

frequencies too small.
On the other hand, affluent manual workers dre more lik e

affluent lower wI ite -co llar warl "ers than llke non-a ffluen t
manu 1 wor kers .

Affluent manual workers aLe 15 percentage

points away f r om non-aff uent

It "

nual JJork e r s ln the per cent

belonging to clubs, whilst being only 11 percentage points away

54.

Tr de Unions were n o t c o unr e- as cluLs.

] t3.

from affluent 10 er white-collar workers.

This difference

between affluent and non-affluent manual workers is
2
statistically significant (chi =7.89,d.f.=2), and remains
signific nt when controlling for downwardly mobile non-manual
2
workers (chi =6.l4,d.f.=2).
A nurber of writers have suggested that the rapid growth
and wide acceptance of the mass media has been responsible
for the dissemination of middle-class attitudes, values and
life-styles, and thus led to a levelling of class differences.
Lenski maintains that 'not only has tie middle-class been
increasing in size relative to the

orking-class but its

social st ndards are permeating the working-class more and
more with each passing year, thanks to the growing influence of
the mass media.

As a resul-t an ever increasing number of

people who are objectively manual workers think and act like the
middle-class.

This is especially true of the upper stratum of

the working-class. 55

An almost identical argument was put

forward by Wilensky in 1964 56 whose research in the United
States led him to conclude that America is moving towards a
relatively undifferentiat ed In ss society'.

Other American

studies , however, seem to dispute these cultural
stand rdi zat ion
strong blu e-colI

assertion~,

dr wing atten_ion instead to a

esistarGe to the pressures of the mass

55.

G. Lenski, The Religious Factor, Doubleday,
19 1, pp.48-9.

56 .

H.L.
ilensky, 1M- ss Society nd Mass Culture:
Interdepend en e or independence ', funeric n Sociological
Review, Vol.29, 1964, pp.173-197. - - -

ew York,

79.

.
57
medla.
Hamilton

58

notes that the typothesis of cultural

standardiz tion is b sed almost ex c lusively on the effects of
radio and television, and pays little attention to printed
media.

His examination of the frequ e ncy of book and magazine

reading in the United States and Europe fails to support the
hypothesis.

He found that manual workers

(whether affluent or

not) have significantly lower frequencies of book and magazine
reading than lower white-collar workers, and that the
traditional gap between manual and
remained large.

59

hite-collar workers has

In the present study we seek to explore

whether or not affluent manual workers more closely resemble
lower white-collar workers in the frequency of magazine
and periodical reading than non-a f fluent manual workers.
Table 15 provides informati o n on the number of
magazines or periodicals wh i ch respu ndents in the sample

57.

Two extensive studies in this area ar e :
C.M. Bonjean,
'M ss, Class and th e I du s tr i 1 Community:
A Comparative
Analysis of Managers, Businessmen and Workers i , American
Jour n a 1 0 f S 0 ~ i 0 109 Y I Vo l. 7 2, 1 9 6 6 I P P . 1 4 Sl -1 6 2 i a
J . 'r-:-Klapper -;- -T he Effe c ts of Ma s s Conununica tion, Free
Pre s s, New Yo r k ; - 19 6--0 -: --- ---- .------- - .- -.--- ------- -~

na-------

58.

R.F. Hamilton, "fh e Be h a vi o l. and Va lu e s of Skilled
Workers' in A.B. Shostak and W. Gomb e rg (Eds.), op.cit.,
p. 49.

59.

R.F. H milton,
Afflu e n ce a nd -t he - o c}' er:
The West
German Case', Americ a n .Jo urn a l. of Soc i o lo g- y, Vol.71,
Sept. 1965; and R.F. H mllton~ '~he B-e h -- vior and Values
of Skilled Workers·, o p .c i t.

60

regularly read or subscribed to.

The first thing that can

be discerned from this Table is th at the affluent members of
each occupational group were more inclined to subscribe to

(or

regularly read) magazines and periodicals than were the nonaffluent members.

In all occupational categories this

difference seems to be large.

The differ ence between affluent

and non-affluent lower white-collar workers;

for instance, is

2
statistically significant (chi =6.l7,d.f. = 2).

Furthermore,

affluent manual workers are closer to the lower white-collar
workers than to oth er manual workers, and are significantly
different from the latter

2
(Chi =6 . 24 ,d.f. =2) .

This difference

becomes even greater when controlling for downwardly mobile
non-manual workers

(chi 2=7.91, d. f. ~-::2 ) ~
TABLE 15

- '-'--- - ---

Magazine and Periodi al read.ing _by _Occupation:
Occupation
- - --

Affluen ce
- - --

~~,_
. _£'_2~ l.~ E 1 y __~_ cld

--None

On e

Two

3+

Aff.
Non -- Aff.

38.9
67.7

29 .8
16.1

21.4
6.5

9. 9
9 .7

100.0
100.0

131

Aff.
Non-Aff.

4 6. 9

68.8

32.8
14.6

12.5
8.3

7.8
8.3

100.0
100 .0

64
48

Skilled

Aff.
Non-Aff.

65.7
74.3

28 .6
18.6

4.3
7.1

1.4
0.0

100.0
100 .0

70
70

Semi-skilled

Aff.
Non-Aff.

69 , 2
81.1

2 .1
16.2

7. 7

0.0
0.9

100 . 0
100 .0

SL

Upper M-Class
Lower W-Collar

Unskilled

Aff .

Non-Aff.

*
60.

frequencies too small.

-/I;

80.0

*

10.0

1.8

*

8.0

*

2.0

,)

15

*

100 .0

N

31

III

6
50
633

Subscriptions to periodicals specifically associated with
certain white-collar professions were precluded from the
periodical list.
For example , The Australian Nurses
Journal.

A1 .

Affluence and Political A~titudes:
The embourgeo isement thesis also has a political
component stemming from the argumen t

that , as ma~ual workers

become more affluent , enabling their consumption patternb to
take on a middl e-class character, traditional working-class
solidarity, class consciousness and political radicalism are
appeased.

Butler and Rose concluded that the English Labour
Party was defeated at the 1959 general election because the
'tradit iona l work ing class attitudes had becom e eroded by
the steady growth of prosperity ' .61

This claim was fully

6
endor sed by Cros land 2 in hi s book, Car:___Labo~r __Wi ~?

,

and by

Geiger who wrote :
'Within the working-class itself , a cooling of
proletarian class consciousness has taken place .
There is a cooling as considerable parts of this
class have risen in t heir income level to lower
middl e-class conditions .
Their social attitudes
and thinking follow much mor e their changing
income status than their relations to the means
of production.
They have become, as one says,
bourgeois'..
63
Several other wri ters have made similar observations.
,
1 u d e Lens k'l , 64
lnc

. b erg, 65 an d Dahrenor
d
£ , who f urt h er
S]O

--- --_...._--61.

D.E. Butler and R . Rose , The British General Election of
1 9 5 9, Ma cm ill an , Lo nd 0 n I I 9 60-,- p ~2:--- - -- ~ - ---- ---_ .- - -- - --- -

62.

C.A.R. Crosland, Can Labour Win?, Fabian Tract 324 ,
London, 1960, pp. rf=--r3--~-----~---

63.

T . Geiger, ' Class Society in the Mel ting Pot ' in
C . Heller (Ed .), Structural Social Inequalities, Macmillan ,
New York, 1969, pp . 91-l04.
-

64.

G. Lenski, Power and Privilege , op.cit., pp.381 - 2 .

65.

G. Sjoberg, ' Are Social Classes in America Becoming
More Rigid?', American Sociological Review , Vol.16, 1951,
p .180.

82.
observes that the discovery of 'the embourgeoise~ent of the
working-class, of the industrial wo rke rs no longer conforming
to the radical expectations of the intellectual socialists of
the 1920s and 1930s comes as something of a shock to social
scientists around the world' . 66

However, it seems evident that this assumed connection
between affluence and manual worker conservatism has received
little factual Support ~

On the other hand, abundant evidence

to the contrary can be cited.

In a recent study of the voting

behaviour of Detroit members of the United Automobile Workers,
Kornhauser, Sheppard and Mayer (A.Mayer), carefully examined
the political a ot titudes of affluent skilled workers.
found that 'of all union members,

They

this privileged segment is

the most pro-union, the most likely to participate actively In
the unlon, the most likely to vot e Democratic, and the mo s t
likely to think in liberal tE:rms.

If one wer e to develop a

scale of class-consciousness, this group would be the closest
to the fully class-conscious pole - , 67

Hamilton,

in an empirical

study of 'The Behavior and Values of Skilled Workers' in the
United States, compared the normative and political behaviour
of skilled workers with clerical and sales workers, on the one
hand, and with operatives on the other.

He found that skilled

workers 'are four percentage points away from the semiskilled
workers and are 15 from the white-collar work ers in the per cent

66.

R. Dahrendorf, 'Recent Changes in the Class Stru cture of
European Societies', Daed~lus, Vol.93, 1964, p.2S 7.

67.

Quoted in S.M. Miller an d F. Ri e ssman, 'Are Worke rs Mi ddle
Class?', Dissent, Vol.8, 1961, pp .511 - 2.

83 .

identifying as Democrats'.

68

Moreover, continues Hamilton,

'the skilled are like the semiskilled in eight of 19 comparisons
on questions having to do with foreign affairs.

In eight other

comparisons, there are no differences between the three groups,
and in only three comparisons are the skilled closer to the
69
white-collar workers'.
Finally, he examined affluence and its
influence on political attitudes.

Once again he found the

embourgeoisement thesis unfulfilled.

Indeed affluence, rather

than creating political conservatism 'appeared to have the
opposite effect' .70
Similar observations have also been made in European
countries.

According to Allardt's report on Scandinavian

countries:

'All evidence indicates that social class explains

more of the variation in voting and particularly more of the
working class voting than some decades ago.

This has occurred

simultaneously with the disappearance of traditional class
barriers.

As equality has increased, the working class voters

have been more apt to vote for the workers own parties
than before' .71

Hamilton, also having conducted extensive

research in West Germany

72

and France,

73

concluded that in both

68.

R.F. Hamilton,
op.cit., p.SO.

'The Beha vior and Values of Skilled Workers'

69.

ibid., p.Sl; also noted by G. Mackenzie, op.cit., p.S.

70.

ibid., p.SS.

71.

Quoted in S.M. Lipset, 'The Changing Class Structure and
Contemporary European Politics', Daedalus, 93, Winter,
1964, p.278.

72.

R.F. Hamilton, 'Affluence and the Worker:
Cas e ! 0 P . c ~.!:., p. I S I

The West German

I

73.

R.F. Hamilton, Affluence and the French Work er in the
--.-- -• . ---- . _ Fourth Republic, Prlnceton Unlverslty Press, Prlnceton
--- ~- ----

1967,

- -r-- ---& --,.--.- ~

---~ ~

8 4.

these countries the achievement amongst manual workers of a
middle-class income level has not led to political
conservatism .
. l
'
74
SOClO
OglStS.

These findings concur with those of British
However, it should be noted that the results

of these researchers are still far from conclusive.
.
"
b y Sartor1.75
persuaslve
examlnatlon

0

f

The

.
current researc h 1n

the field of class conflict and voting behaviour has cast some
doubt on the validity of these studies.
To my knowledge no studies in Australia have explored
the differences in political attitudes between affluent and
non-affluent. manual work ers . Using this framework,

the present

study seeks to test six hypotheses relating to political
attitudes.

The first of these examines whether or not the

political identifications of affluent manual workers mor e
closely resemble lower white-collar workers than non-affluent
manual workers, who identify with 'working-class' parties.
Following this, the voting intentions of affluent manual workers
are compared with the voting intentions of lower white-collar
and non-affluent manual workers.

The remaln1ng 4 indices

relate to trade union membership, the political involvement of

--74.

J.H. Goldthorpe, D. Lockwood, F. Bechhofer and J. Platt,
Affluent W rker:
and
Be haviol1T
-The
-r------.._- -.-Industrial
- - _________attitudes
_ --.-__ _ ___
..______
_.
Unlverslty of Cambridge Press, Cambrldge, 1968 .
~

0 _

_

___ • _ _

The Affluent Worker:
Political Attitudes and Behaviour,
Uni versi ty of Cambridge Press~--Cam5r-Idge: 1'9'6"8 :"------- .-.- -The Affluent Worker in the Class Structure, Universi t y
of Cambr Tdge Pres s, Cam r 1-asj"e 196 9 .
I

R. McKenzie and A. Silver, Angels in Marble:
Working
Class Conserva tives in UrbanEngland-~--He1nemann ; -- London,

r968.
75.

G. Sartori, I From the Sociology of Pol i tics to Poli t ica 1
Sociology', in S.M. Lipset (Ed.), Politics and the Social
Sciences, Oxford Uni vers i ty Press I New York -, - I969-: - - ---

85 .

trade un10ns,

trade un10n power , and the power of big

business in Australia.

In each of these hypotheses we wish

to determine whether affluent manual workers are significantly
more conservative than non-affluent manual work ers.
Table 16 presents the political identification of
respondents in the sample.

Each respondent was asked:

'generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as
Liberal, Labor, Country Party, or DLP?'

Although a wide range

of replies was coded, for the purposes of this analysis
attention centres on the proportion of workers identifying
with the Australian Labor Party. 76
TABLE 16
Political Identifications 1n Australia:
occupation

Af flu ·-!nce

Political Party
LCP----ALP----Other

UK J 7

N

Upper M--Class

Aff .
57 _4
Non-Aff. 35.5

21.7
35. 5

1.6
0.0

19.4
29 .0

100.1129
100 .0 31

Lower W-Collar

Aff.
59.4
Non--Aff . 39 . 6

25.0
45 .8

3.1
2.1

12.5
12.5

100.0
100.0

64
48

Skilled

Af f .
45.7
Non-Aff . 22.9

38.6
54 . ]

5 •7

10.0
21.4

100.0
100.0

70
70

Aff.
40.4
Non .. Af f. 1 5 . 3

48.1
67.6

9.6
13.5

100.0 52
100.0 III

Semi-skilled
Unskilled

*

Aff.
Non-Aff.

*
20.4

*

67.4

1.4
1.9
3•6

*

2.0

frequencies too small.

*

10.2

*

100.0

6

49
630

76 .

The only other party associated with left-wing politics at
the time of the interviews was the Communist Party of
Australia (The Australia Party was convened in 1968/69)~
However, in view of the very low number of responden t s
identifyin g with the Communist Party, Co~~unist Party
identifiers were coded irretrievably into the 'O ther'
category.
Consequently the ALP remains the most suitable
category for analysis.

77 .

Respondents who did not identify with

ny political party.

86,

According to this Table, affluent workers 1n each
occupational category were without exception more conservative,
in respect to their political identification, than their less
affluent peers.

This trend is particularly marked for lower

white-collar workers in the sample:

46 per cent of non-affluent

lower white-collar workers thought of themselves as Labor
supporters, compared with 25 per cent of affluent lower whitecollar workers - a statistically significant variation
2
(Chi =5 .42,d.f. =1) . Furthermore, affluent manual workers are
8 percentage points away from lower white-collar workers whilst
being almost 20 percentage points away from non-affluent manual
workers.
This latter difference is highly significant
2
(chi =24.2,d.f ) and remains so wh en controlling for
downwardly mobile non-manual workers (chi 2 =15.31,d.f.=1).
In order to reveal voting patterns , each respondent
was asked to indicate which Party he would vote for if a
federal election were held tomorrow .

The responses are

presented in Table 17 and here, as in Table 16, the affluent
sector of each occupational category was politically more
conservative than the less affluent sector~

The largest

difference occurs in the upper middle-class group , where 55
per cent of the non-affluent upper middle-class stated that
they would vote Labor - making them the strongest Laborsupporting white-collar group.

This of course 1S not totally

unexpected, as cert in lower professional groups in Austral1a
ascribe to a platfJrm of radicalism.
teachers.

A good example is school

87 .
TABLE 17
Voting patterns In Australia:
Political
Occupation

Part~

Affluence

LCP

ALP

Aff.
Non-Aff.

56.3
35.5

29.7
54 .8

4.7
0.0

9.4
9.7

100.1 128
100.0 31

Lower W-Collar Aff.
Non-Aff.

56.3
45.8

32.8
41.7

4.7
4.2

6.3
8. 3

100.1
100.0

64
48

Skilled

Aff.
Non-Aff.

47.1
26.9

45.7
61.2

3.9
1.5

4.3
10.5

100.0
100.1

70
67

Semi-Skilled

Aff.
Non-Aff.

44.2
22.7

46.2
66.4

1.9
3. 6

7.7
7.3

Unskilled

Aff.

*-

*

Upper M-Class

Non-Aff~

*

*

*

27 . 1

66.7

Other
- - --

4.2

DK

2.1

N

%

100.0 52
100.0 110
6
48

*

100.1

624

frequencies too small

rrhe difference in voting intentions between affluent
and non-affluent lower white-collar workers is fairly small and,
in contrast to political identification
statistically significant.

(Table 16), not

On the other hand, affluent manual

workers are more like lower white-collar wo r kers in voting
intentions than they are to other manual workers.

Affluent

manual workers are 9 percentage points away from lower whi te collar workers In the percentage intending to vote for the ALP,
but 19 percentage points awa y from non-affluent manual workers.
Once again the difference between affluent and non-affluent
manual workers is highly significant (chi 2 =lS.07,d.f.=I), and
remains significant when controlling for downwardl y mobile
non-manual workers

(chi 2 =9.97,d.f.=1).

It should be further

noted that in both Tables 16 and 17 the most conservative
section of the manual workers

lS

the affluent skil led workers.

This observation is in direct contrast to th

afore-cited

findings of researchers in the United States, Great Britain,
and Europe.
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Trade unionism 1n Australia is traditionally as sociated
with the working-class struggle against the owners and
controllers of the means of production.

Despite the fact that

trade unions, with the aid of compulsory conciliation and
arbitration, have largely institutionaliz e d this struggle,
public attitudes towards trade unions ar e still characterized
by antipathy and antagonism.

This of course is not to deny

the spread of trade unionism into the ranks of the whit e - col lar
and professional workforce.
Table 18 glves some indication of the distribution of
unionism in the Australian workforc e :
T'ABLE 18

occupation

Affluence

Unionists

Non-Union"is ts

%

N

Upper M-Class

Aff.
Non-Aff.

29.5
26.7

70.5
73.3

100.0
100.0

192
30

Lower W-Collar

Aff.
Non-Aff.

34.9
51.1

65.1
48.9

100. 0
100.0

63

47

Skilled

Aff.
Non-Aff

5 4.3
70 . 0

45.7
30.0

100 .0
100.0

70
70

Semi-skill d

Aff.
Non-A ff .

54.0
75.7

46.0
24.3

100.0
100.0

50
107

Unskilled

Aff .
Non-Aff.

*

*

26.0

*

5

100.0

frequencies too small.

50
621

Here, as above, affluent manual work ers are more like l o wer
white-collar workers than like their less affluent blue-collar
brothers.

They are 11 percentag e points away from lower white-

collar work ers in the per cent belonging to a trade union, but
19 percentage points away from non-affluent manual work ers .
And once again the differenc e is statistically significant

89 .

2
(Chi =13.3,d.f.=ll.

This trend, however, does not appear when

controlling for the downwardly mobile.
TABLE 19
----"--~-

Occupation Affluent

--

Ehou ld Should
have not have
't ies
tie-s- - -- O"ther

O.K.

%

N

Upper MClass

Aff.
22.9
Non-Aff.
*

71.4

Lower wCollar

Aff.
Non-Aff

16.7
26.1

72.2
52.2

11.1
4.4

0.0
17.4

100.0
100.1

18
23

Skilled

Aff.
Non-Aff.

20.0
20.9

74.3
69.8

2.9
2.3

2. 9
7.0

100.1
100.0

35
43

Semiskilled

Aff.
Non-Aff.

18.5
36.4

81 . 5
59.7

0.0
0.0

0.0
3.9

100.0
100.0

27
77

Unskilled

Aff.
Non-Aff.

*
30.6

*
0.0

11.1

*

*
100.0

2
36

*

*

*

58.3

5. 7

0.0

100.0

*

*

*

frequencies too small.

8

304

In addition, all trade unionists
were asked:

35

(both blue and white-collar)

'Do you think trade unions should have close ties

to the Labor Party, or do you think trade unions should stay
out of politics?'
question.

Table 19 shows the responses to this

Although variations across the occupational

categories are not very great,
can be discerned.
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the same trend observed above

The affluent trade unionists in each

occupational category were more conservative than their nonaffluent colleagues.
" - - ---_.
78.

That is, they were more likely to want

This is a curlOUS finding in Vlew of the two nation-wide
strikes which occurred just prior to the survey interviews.
Australia saw a national postal strike as well as a petrol
tanker driver strike, both of which were widely reported
in the Press and inconvenienced a high proportion of peo ple
around the country_

90 .

trade unlons to stay out of politics by not having close
ties with the ALP.

Although this trend persists even wh en

controlling for downwardly mobile non-manual workers, the
disparity between affluent and non-affluent manual

(and lower

white-collar) workers is no longer statistically significant.

79
!,ra.d e Uni .o n power

TABLE 20
1n

Austral ia:

'1'00

Occupation

much
---"-'power

Affluence

Not too
--- much
-.-.po~er

D.K.

%

N

Upper MClass

Aff.
Non-Aff.

55.4
50.0

40 . 8
36 7

3.9
13.3

100.1
100.0

130
30

Lower WCollar

Aff.
Non--Af f .

44.4
51.1

50~8

40.4

4. 8
8. 5

100.0
100.0

63
47

Skilled

Aff.
Non-Aff.

38.6
29.0

55.7
65.2

~

7
5.8

100.0
100.0

70
69

Semiskilled

Aff.
Non-Aff.

39.2
24.8

54.9
66.1

5.9
9.2

100.0
100.1

51
109

Unskilled

Aff.

*

*

*

Non-Aff.

*

24.0

*

66.0

..J •

10.0

100.0

6

50

625

frequencies too small

The final question pertaining to trade unlons ln
Australia was directed to all respondents - unionists and nonunionists alike.

The question asks:

100

unions in Australia have too much power?'
presented in Table 20.

79.

you think that trade
The repli e s are

A comparison of affluent with non-

No distinction was made, in the interview, b etween whit e
and blue-collar unions, which might account for the high
proportion of white-coll ar workers stating that trade
unions do not have too much power .

91.

affluent manual workers reveals a significant trend towards
the embourg~oi~ement of the former
lS,

(Chi 2 =5.65;d.f.=1).

That

affluent manual workers are closer to lower white-collar

workers in their estimation of the extent of trade union power
in Australia than they are to other blue-collar workers.

'rhis

trend is iden -tic~l when controlling for dOfl'lnwardly mobile nonmanual workers, but because frequencies are smaller when the
downwardly mobile are removed from -t he table, the difference
between affluent and non-affluent manual workers is no longer
2
significant (chi =3.36,d.f. =1 ).
TABLE
- - - -21
Big Business power ln Australia:
---~-'-

Affluence

Too
much
- -power

Not too
much
--po~~r

D.K.

Upper MClass

Aff.
Non-Aff.

50.0
76.7

46.9
23.3

Lower wCollar

Aff.
Non-Aff.

56.3
66.0

Skilled

Aff.
Non-Aff.

Semiskilled

Aff.
Non-Aff.

Unskilled

Aff.
Non-Aff.

Occupation

*

%

N

3.1
0.0

100.0
100.0

130
30

42.2
29.8

1.6
4.3

100.1
100.1

64
47

52.9
67.1

40.0
25.7

7. 1
7.1

100.0
99.9

70
70

56.9
64.9

39.2
27.9

3.9
7. 2

100.0
100.0

51

*

*

*

64.6

*

27.1

8. 3

100.0

III

6
48
627

frequencies too small.

Finally, respondents were asked whether they thouyht
that big business in Australia has too much power.
reproduces the same pattern observed throughout.

Table 21
First, the

affluent workers in each occupational category seem to be mo re
conservative than the non-affluent.

Second, a comparison among

the three groups - lower white-collar, affluent manual and n ) n-

92.

affluent manual - reveals a trend towards the embourgeoisement
of affluent manual workers, who are 13 percentage points away
from non-affluent manual workers in the per cent of workers
maintaining that big business in Australia is not too powerful,
whilst being 4 percentage points beyond lower white-collar
workers.

Affluent manual workers are significantly more

conservative than non-affluent manual workers

(chi 2 =S.48,d.f.=l).

Third, this pattern is even more pronounced when controlling for
downwardly mobile non-manual workers; however, the drop in
frequencies is accompanied by a drop in the significance level
2
(Chi =1.62,d.f.=1) .
In each of the 10 hypotheses tested in this chapter,
a close link between blue-collar affluence and worker
embourgeoisement was discerned.

The responses of affluent

manual workers in the sample more closely resemble those of
lower white-collar workers than those of non-affluent manual
workers, thereby providing support for the embourgeoisement
thesis.

The issues relating to ~hese findings will be further

discussed in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY:
Many social scientists have alleged that the severe
economic inequalities which characterized 19th century
capitalist societies have diminished and that the political,
economic and social structures of these countries have
fundamentally altered over the decades.

'I'hrough the

continuous redistribution and diffusion of economic wealth
and political power, the massive growth of the middle-class
and the increased availability of mobility opportunities,
blue-collar workers have been able to secure high living
standards and adopt life-styles similar to those of lower
white-collar workers.

Moreover it is alleged that

blue-collar prosperity and the breakdown of lncome
differentials between blue and white-collar workers has
mitigated the rigid class divisions and class antagonisms
that Marx and his followers were so concerned to foster.
Thus instead of becoming more divisive, the "post-capitali st"
society is experiencing the e conomic, social, political,
and normative integration of the working and middle-classes.
It is asserted that affluent manual workers have adopted
middle-class life-styl.es, values, aspirations, norms and
social and political orientations.
become more prosperous

As blue-collar workers

(ena bling their consumption patterns

to take on a middle-class character) traditional working-class
solidarity, class con sc iousness and political radicalism are
ostensibly appeased.

In short, it is asserted that the
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working-class

(or rather its more affluent sector) 1S

becoming, bourgeois.
In order to exam1ne this theory, the present study
sought to explore the relative characteristics of the affluent
manual worker in the Australian class structure, thereby
" f
provl'd'lng a re-exam1natlon
0
Pars 1 er I s f'ln d'lngs. 1

Parsler's

research into the economlC aspect of the embourgeoisement
thesis led him to conclude that the incomes of blue-collar
workers in Australia are significantly lower than those of
lower white-collar workers - a finding, he asserts, which
'contrasts

strongly' with the ~~erican and British exper1ence.

However, by failing to distinguish between the skilled and
semi-s~illed workers in his sample , Parsler puts himself

1n a poor position to compare his study with overseas
findings.

All the recognized studies in America and Britain

(even those cited by Parsler) divide manual workers into at
least two categories, thereby treating skilled workers
(normally the highest paid of all manual workers)
independently.

Moreover, by defining his occupational

categories broadly, thus producing large and significant
differences of income between these categories, Parsler's
conclusions strongly imply that no discernible blue-collar
occupational category can be placed on an economic parity
with lower white-collar workers.

Furthermore, without

wishing to be overly critical or pedantic, it should be

1.

R. Parsler, 'Some Economic Aspects of Embourgeoisement
in Australia', Sociology, Vol.4, 1970; and R. Parsler,
'Some Social Aspects of Embourgeoisement in Australia'
Sociology, Vol.5, 1971.
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pointed out that Parsler's conclusions are in some instance s
based on quite inappropriate statistical procedures. 2
Because embourgeoisement of the working-class lS
regarded

by many writers as a direct result of blue-collar

prosperity , it was the aim of the present study to determine
the extent of this prosperity in the Australian occupational
structure.

Accordingly the present study, by availing

itself of a variety of data sources, fails to support Parsler's
conclusions, and finds little to deny the relative affluence
enjoyed by skilled and many semi-skilled workers in Australia.
The figures presented and discussed in chapter 4 indicate
a considerable degree of income overlap between highly paid
manual workers

(preeominantly skilled and some semi-skill ed

workers) and lower white-collar work e rs.

It is clear that

in terms of both individual and household lncome figur es ,
income differentials between many manual workers and lower
white-collar workers are quite small.

Thus it seems cl ea r

that the relative market situation of manual and lower
white-collar workers in Australia is similar to that found
in other industrialized countries.

And in accordance wit h

overseas findings, the evide nce suggests that in resp ect to
secondary aspects of the

mark~t

situation (such as hours

worked, opportunities for upward mobility, security of
tenure and worker fringe b e nefits) lower white-collar
workers in Australia remain better off than manual workers.

2.

For example, he uses chi square tests on scor e s
rather than frequencies in Table 7 and 9 in
'Some economic Aspects of Embourgeoisement In
Australia' op.cit.
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In chapter 5, I discussed the issues surrounding the
normative aspect of t .he ernbourgeoisement thesis and sought
to test several hypotheses pertaining to that aspect.

However,

because the data used in this chapter 1S exclusively derived
from secondary analysis, it has been impossible to make all
the controls and explore all the alternative hypotheses
which appear to be relevant to the study.

And therefore it

is clear that only preliminary and tentative conclusions
can be drawn.

Nevertheless the hypotheses which have been

tested, were generated from similar studies in Great Britain,
the United States and Western Europe and are usually taken
to illustrate distinctions between blue-collar and lower
white-collar workers.
1.

These hypotheses are:

That manual workers have low career aspirations
in contrast to lower white-collar workers who
strive for occupational success and upward
mobility.

2.

That manual workers identify with the working-class
whereas lower white-collar workers identify with
the middle-class.

3.

That manual workers join fewer clubs and voluntary
associations than lower white-collar workers.

4.

That manual workers subscribe to and read fewer
magaz1nes and periodicals than lower white-collar
workers.

5.

That manual workers identify with those political
parties who purport to represent the interests of
the working-class whilst lower white -collar workers
identify with more conservative political parties.
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6.

That manual workers are more likely to vote for
the Australian Labor Party than lower white-collar
workers.

7.

That manual workers are more likely to be members
of a trade union than lower white-collar workers.

8.

That manual workers believe that trade unions should
be political bodies whereas lower white-collar
workers believe that trade unions should stay out
of politics.

9.

That manual workers believe that trade unlons should
be powerful bodies whereas lower white-collar
workers believe that trade unions have too much
power.

10.

That manual workers believe that big business
organizations have too much power whereas lower
white-collar workers believe that business
organizations should be powerful bodies.
Proponents of the embourgeoisement thesis suggest

that as affluence spreads down the ranks of the manual
occupations, these traditional working-class patterns are
breaking down and being systematically replaced by the
respective middle-class patterns.

In order to gauge the

extent to which this process has occurred manual workers In
the sample were divided into two groups
non-affluent workers).

(affluent and

If the above hypotheses can be

accepted as valid indices for testing the embourgeoisement
thesis, support for the thesis would be confirmed by a tr e nd
in the responses of affluent manual workers to more closely
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resemble the responses of lower white-collar workers than
those of non-affluent manual workers.

And indeed on every

one of the hypotheses tested, affluence in the ranks of
manual workers was found to be closely linked with worker
embourgeoisement.

That is, on every index, the affluent

manual workers in the sample were closer in their responses
to lower white-collar workers than to their less affluent
peers.

Moreover this difference between affluent and

non-affluent manual workers was, in all but one case,
statistically significant.
Social scientists have observed that most industrial
societies have relatively high rates of downward mobility.
Downwardly mobile non-manual workers, we are told, do not
readily relinquish their middle-class patterns and submit
to those of the working-class.

An important consequence

therefore of this process of downward occupational mobility,
is the shift of middle-class social and normative patterns
into the working-class.

Thus it is held

3

that the

embourgeoisement process is not so much a converSlon process
(with its origin in worker prosperity) but rather a
transplantati.on of bourgeois values as white-collar work e r s
descend into the blue-collar world.

Downwardly mo b il e

workers, thus 'may account for a considerable part of th e
middle-class values found within th e manual occupatio n s.' 4

3.

R.F. Hamilton, ' The Be h a viour a nd Va l ues of Sk il l ed
Work e rs', in A.B. Sho sta ck and W. Gomb e r g (Eds .),
Blu e -Collar World: Studi e s of t he Ame ric an Worke r,
Prentic e -Hall, Ne w Jers ey , 1965; and F. Par ki n,
Class Inequality and Political Ord e r, Palad i n, Lo ndon,
T97l, Chapter 2:

4.

Ibid.
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In order to find out wheth e r the embourgeoisement
of the blue-collar worker in Australia is more influenced by
conversion than by transplantation processes, it was decid e d
to introduce a control for downwardly mobile non-manual
workers in the sample.

Thus whilst limiting the sample of

manual workers to include only those respondents who were
born into a blue-collar family, each of the ten hypothese s
was retested.

By this method, we are able to ass ess th e

possible influence of transplantation factors on th e strong
embourgeoisement tr e nd alr e ady obs e rve d amongst afflu ent
manual workers in the sample.

How e ver, it seems tha -t despi te

a fairly high rate of downward mobility In the Australian
occupation structure (which is r e fl ec ted in the sharp
fall in sample size when controlling fo r downwardl y mobile
non-manual workers) the absence of downwardly

mobi~e

workers

from the sample, is not accompanied by a discernibl e
weakening of this embourgeoisement tr end.

That is, downwardl y

mobile non-manual workers appear to be no mor e conservative
or middle-class than blue-collar work e rs born into blue-collar
families.

This is clearly ev ident from th e data when

controlling

fo~

the downwardly mobile.

In all but one of

the 10 hypotheses tested, a ff luence r ema ins clos ely linked
to worker

embourgeoisem e n~.

The responses of affluent

manual workers still closely resemble those of lower whitecollar workers a nd are, in all but three cas es , significantly
more middle-class than non-af fluent manual workers.

The drop

in sample size, which accompanied the control, was responsible
for the fall of significance levels In these thr ee tests the embourgeoisement trend was just as strong (and In one case ,
-stronger) on these three indices .

Therefore the p r esent
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study provides little support for the claim that the presence
of middle-class values in the ranks of manual workers in
Australia is a result of a transplantation of these , values
from the middle-class by means of downward occupational
mobility.

These data thus, provide additional support for

the embourgeoisement theorists and their conviction that
worker affluence and embourgeoisement. are undeniably linked.
Unfortunately, the precise nature of this observed link
cannot be determined from the data and the statistical
analyses used in this study.

Therefore support for the

total embourgeoisement thesis

(which asserts that worker

affluence causes embourgeoisement)will not be sought.
It is clear that the proponents of the embourgeoisement
thesis were convinced that affluence is the decisive factor
in the "breakdown of the working-class", however several
other factors should be accounted for.
influence of suburban living.

One of these is the

Some wrlters 5 argue th a t
o

lOt

lS not affluence per se that is facilitating the breakdown
of class differences, but that affluence acts as a catalyst
In that it enables many working-class families to purchase
homes and thus move out of the traditional working-class
community into modern housing estates in which the middle
and working-class live side by side, send their children to
the same schools and worship in the same churches.

Being

continually exposed to the middle-class style of life,

the

blue-collar worker, it is argued, might seek to join that

5.

W. H. Whyte, The Organisation Man, Simon & Schuster ,
New York, 1956; and D. Riesman , IThe Lush Ne w
Suburban Market II, Fortune , November 1953.
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way of life.

Secondly it is maintained by many social

scientists that how a worker thinks and acts lS largely
determined by his occupational experiences.

Lockwood, a

proponent of this view, describes the situational and
experiential differences between manual workers and
white-collar workers.

6

Whereas the industrial worker lS

faced with a highly mechanized and rationalized production
system, accompanied by the harsh, impersonal and instrumental
character of the authority structure , the work experiences
of the clerical worker are not characterized by this type
of impersonal discipline.

Clerical work, says Lockwood,

cannot usually be subjected to the same rationalization
found on the factory floor .

'O ffice relations form a social

system in which work has traditionally been maximized by
personal, rather than by impersonal, command.

7
I

The work

experiences of factory workers, concludes Lockwood, create
an environment which is highly conducive to the emergence
of a cohesive, hostile and class conscious working class,
whilst the clerical worker's close ties with management,
provide him with little incentive to join radical trade unions
or identify with the economic interests of blue-collar workers.
Following the logic of this argument, then, we might expect
to find a less antagonistic, hostile and class conSClOUS
worker, as enlightened managers In industry improve the
working environment of blue-collar workers and break down the
institutionalized barriers between IIstaffll and "works".

6.

D. Lockwood, The Blackcoated Worker, Unwin University
Books, London, 1966.

7.

ibid., p. 79.
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Although very few industries have made sweeplng reforms of
this nature, researchers should be aware of the contributory
potential these changes might engender for the
embourgeoisement process.
A thorough and rigorous empirical examination of the
embourgeoisement thesis would need to take account of these
variables and, with the aid of regression equations or a
path analysis, their relationship to one another.

Furthermore,

a thorough examination of the relational aspect of the
embourgeoisement process would be required.

Embourgeoisement

of the blue-collar worker cannot be assumed to have occurred
until it can be shown that close social links are being
established between affluent manual workers and lower
white-collar workers outside the work environment.

Here the

researcher must demonstrate firstly, that workers are both
sufficiently motivated and able to adopt middle-class
life-styles; secondly, that long-standing community,
neighbourhood and family social ties between manual workers
have been broken down, and are being replaced by new ties
with members of the middle-class; and thirdly, that workers
are being socially accepted as status equals by members
of the middle-class.

8

Even if it is assumed that the affluent

mafiual worker wants to JOln the middle-class, his capacity
to do so remains in question.

This would pertain not simply

to his economic capacity but also to his psychological
capacity to adjust to a new life-style.

8.

In order to achieve

J. H. Goldthorpe and D. Lockwood, 'Affluence and the
British Class Structure~
The Sociological Review,
(England), N w Series, Vol. 11 No.2, July, 1963, p.138.
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this effectively, it would seem essential for there to be
some minimal degree of social interaction between the
ascending worker and members of the middle-class.

Thus

there appears to be a need for a socialization process to
occur.

It . is here that the worker is most likely to find

his efforts thwarted.

After reviewing a number of British

studies on this issue, Goldthorpe and Lockwood concluded
that there remalns a

'marked ieqree of status segregation

In housing areas, In the informal neighbourhood relations,
In friendship groups, In the membership of local clubs,
societies and organizations ... and in all cases the division
between manual and non-manual workers and their families
has proved to be one of the most salient. ,9
There are several ways to d ete rmin e the extent and
nature of affluent manual workers' relations with non-manual
workers and their families.

The British affluent worker

study by Goldthorpe and his colleagues made use of some of
these.

The researcher should also take account of the close

friendship pattern of affluent workers.

This can be done

by asking each respondent to name (first names only) his
closest friends and then describe them, giving detail s of
their occupations and so on.

It could well be the case,

for instance, that although the affluent manual worker has
adopted some middle-class patterns, his close friends are
still drawn from the ranks of the manual occupations.

9.

ibid.
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As we have seen the data used in the present study
was not entirely suitable for a complete examination of
the embourgeoisement thesis and therefore only superficial
conclusions can be drawn.

In addition to the hypotheses

already tested, several supplementary avenues could be
explored.

For example, blue-collar workers traditionally

display lower educational aspirations for their children than
do lower white-collar workers. 10 Also an extensive examination
of each respondent's class schemes would have proved
fruitful.

The study of self-identified class schemes has

become a well acknowledged tool in the study of social
stratification; but although a good heuristic device, it
not without peculiar difficulties.

lS

There is a tendency

for researchers using this method of investigation to group
together nominally similar responses without bearing in
mind the distinct possibility that identical verbal responses
might have vastly different underlying meanings.

For instance,

it cannot be assumed that a dichotomous conception of
society necessarily implies an acceptance of the conflict
model, nor does a trichotomous conception necessarily imply
a consensus model of society.

Therefore the terms

'worker-top' could, for some respondents conceivably denote
differences of consumption patterns or snobbery, rather than
an awareness of a basic economic or political struggl e .

10 .

R. Par s 1 e r, 0 p . cit., pp . 10 2 '- 3; and J. H. Gold th 0 r p e ,
et. al., The Affluent worker in the Class Structur e ,
Cambridge University Pr"ess, Cambridge, 1971, pp.134-6.
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On the othe r hand there is no logical reason why a conflict
model must have only two competing elements.

And there is

certainly no reason why (especially within a complex social
system) all elements must be continuously engaged in an
econom1c or power struggle.

Thus a respondent's conception

of middle-class need not, for example, have to playa central
role in a struggle he might clearly envisage between the
ruling and the working-class.

Therefore it is important to

find out not simply how many strata each respondent uses to
depict the system of stratification, or in which stratl1m he
places himself, but also to fiad out the meaning imputed 1n
each stratum identified, the types of people making up each
stratum and, most importantly, the intra and inter-group
relationships inferred.
The proponents of the ernbourgeoisement thesis, 1n their
enthusiasm and zeal to vindicate their belief in (and, in
some cases, ideological commitment to) the decomposition of
the traditional working-class, have fallen victim to their own
arguments.

Whilst focusing their full attention on the happy,

prosperous, depoliticized blue-collar work e r

(mesmer iz ed by

the gadgets and the comforts of the consumer society) these
writers have created and fostered a spur10us conc eption of
the white-collar worker in modern society.

ot onl y are they

inclined to assume that the middle-class 1S a static and
homogeneous stratum in society, but also that the so-called
middle-class is characterized by a specific set of social ,
normative and politic a l attributes.

If worker prosperity has
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purportedly been responsible for the disintegration of a
formerly homogeneous

11

group of manual workers, then glven

that variations of affluence also occur within the
middle-class

I2

, we might well ask why white-collar workers

11 .

It is constantly asserted that embourgeoisement is a
process whereby the industrial worklng class changes
from a highly cohesive, class-conscious group into a
differentiated and divisive cluster of occupational
categories.
'Uhis is especially true of craftsmen,
foremen and skilled mechanics, whose high wages
nowadays exceed the salaries of many lower middle
class white collar employees ... ln many respects,
therefore, the line which sets off the "aristocracy
of skilled labor" from the bulk of semi-skilled and
unskilled manual laborers is more significant
sociologically than the dividing line between skilled
craftsmen and lower middle class white collar workers
which has become increasingly blurred in recent years'
(Mayer, 1955 , pp.41-2).
The questions which must be
asked are, how true is it that all blue-collar workers
once constituted an economically, socially and
normatively cohesive stratum?
Is it not true that as
far back as the early 19th Century, skilled craftsmen
were a stratum apart from ordinary labourers? Were
the workers, despite their poverty, disease,
overcrowding, overwork and unemployment, a cohesive,
class conscious group when Marx was formulating his
ideas?
I have found no evidence to support this claim.
According to Cole, 'side by side with this increase in
the proportions of blackcoated and professional workers
has gone a change in the structure of the manual working
class. A century ago, the social gulf between skill e d
craftsmen and labourers was considerably wider than it
is to-day.
It was gr e ater in incomes, and greater in
ways of living and in standards of education and culture ...
Educationally, the gulf between craftsmen and lab our e rs
was wide: many labourers had hardly been to school at
all, whereas most skilled workers had received some form
of formal education'
(Cole, 1955, pp. 51-2). Furthermore,
Lockwood notes that the conditions of the 19th Century
counting houses were such that many clerks found
themselves with incomes barely exceeding thos e of
artisans and 'whose prospects for advancement we r e
exceedingly small' (Lockwood, 1966, pp.27-8).

12.

See D. Lockwood, The Blackcoated Work e r, Unwin
University Books, London, 1966; G. Kolko, Wealth and
Power in America, F.A. Praeg e r, New York, 1962;
G. Kolko, 'Economic mobility and social stratification',
American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 63, 1957; and
R. F . Hamilton, 'The Marginal Middle-class:
A Reconsideration' American Sociological Review,
Vo 1 . 3 1, 19 6 6 .
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are so resistant to these variations.

Also we have discuss e d

how the beliefs and actions of manual workers are seemingly
affected by the area they live in, variations in their work
situation and by mobility, but little about the ways in which
these factors might influence lower white-collar workers.
Several critics

13

of the embourgeoisement thesis have

drawn attention to social and normative differences within
the ranks of lower white-collar workers.

Some

14

have argued

that a large section of this group has become proletarianized
15
whilst still others
have drawn attention to a 'normative
convergence' of lower level white-collar workers and affluent
blue -collar workers.

Goldthorpe and his colleagues conclud e d

that whilst embourgeoisement of the blue"-collar worker has
not occurred in England, significant portions of the manual
and non-manual workforce have converge d, especially In
respect to aspirations and normative orientations.

13.

J. H. Goldthorpe and D. Lockwood, 'Affluenc e and th e
British Class Structure', op.cit.; G. Kolko, op.cit.;
F. Parkin, Class Inequality and Political Order,
Paladin, London, 1971; W. G. Runciman,' . Embourgeoisement,
self-rated class and party preference', Sociological
Review , Vol.12, 1964; D.Silverman, 'C.lerical ideologies:
a research note' , British ·Journal of SOciology, Voi .1 9 ,
No.3, 1968; and r .F. Dufty, "T\~Jhite Co11ar Contrast' ,
International Journal of Comparative Sociol~,
Vol. 4, 1963.

14.

For instance, R. F. Hamilton, liThe Marginal Middle Class :
A Reconsideration", Ope cit.

15.

J. H. Goldthorp, et. al., op.cit.
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Seeking to throw some light on this issue, the present
study also distinguished between affluent and non-affluent
lower white-collar workers and observed

(in chapter 5) the

way in which the workers in these two groups responded to
each of the ten hypotheses.

In respect to their career

aspirations and social perspectives, non-affluent lower
white-collar workers, on every index, more closely res embled
non-affluent manual workers than affluent lower white-collar
workers.

Perhaps the most interesting finding here was that

4 out of every 7 non-affluent lower white-collar workers,
identified with the Jworking-class' compared with only 1 in
every 4 affluent lower white-collar workers.

The same

trend was also observed in respect to political attitudes.
In all but one of these hypotheses tested, affluent lower
white-collar workers were more politically conservative
than non-affluent lower white - collar workers.
These findings suggest a similar pattern to that
observed by Goldthorpe and his colleagues, althoughtther
possible conclusions could be drawn.
writers

l5

For instance, some

suggest that as upwardly mobile manual workers

move into lower white-collar occupations

(often poorly paid

lower white-collar positionsl 6 ) they are accompanied by
the social and political values with which they were
endowed when blue-collar workers.

Here, as above, we see

the re-emergence of the debate between the 'transplantatio n'

15.

. 16.

F . Parkin l op.cit.; A. Hopkins, 'Politic al overconformity
by upwardly mobile American men', American Sociological
Review, Vol.38, Feb.1973, p.147; E.E. Maccoby,
R.E. Mathews and A.S. Morton, 'Youth and Political
Change', Public Opinion Quarterly, Vol.18, Spring 1954;
and R. F . Hamilton, 'The Marginal Middle Class', op.cit.
S.M. Miller and F. Riessmanl 'Are workers middle class?',
Dissent , Vol.8, 1961 .
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and the

'conversion' argument.

However this lssue,

not

being central to the embourge~isement thesis, has not been
resolved within the present study.17
In the preceding chapters we have considered some
of the more pressing theoretical and empirical implications
of the embourgeoisement thesis, and have sought to discover
whether this thesis is applicable to the Australian workforce.
Examination of the data revealed not only that a significant
proportion of blue-collar workers in Australia earn lncornes
comparable with those of many lower white-collar workers,
but that relative prosperity has enabled blue-collar workers
to adopt many of the characteristics of middle-class
suburban living.

Moreover, this affluent sector of

blue-collar employees was found to possess career aspirations,
social perspectives and political attitudes remarkably
similar to those of lower white-collar employees, thereby
providing positive confirmation for most of the
embourgeoisement propositions.

However, ln Vlew of the

difficulties encountered and the obvious limitations of this
stud~ confirmation of the embourgeoisement thesis in its

entirety remains unsubstantiated, for much cr the thesis
rests on the assumption that affluent manual workers and
their families have been accepted into the social organizations
and friendship networks of the middle-class.

Naturally, it

is this aspect of embourgeoisement that requires additional
attention by Australian researchers.

17.

This could however be done simply by introducing
a control for upwardly mooile manual workers.
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